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PREFACE 

A class in Victorian Poetry was my introduction to Robert Browning. 

His lyric power intensified by dramatic flashes, as well as the mental 

and physical vigor which Browning reflected in his poetry, produced an 

enthusiastic response in me which his contemporaries, memorable as they 

are, did not. This dynamic approach left a lasting impression upon me. 

Browning 0s successful works which I studied served to arouse my 

curiosity regarding his endeavors which had not met with success. His 

closet dramas became a logical focus for my attention. They interest ed 

me first because I wished to know whether they reflected as much of this 

man ' s contagious vigor as his other works. From this initial interest 

evolved a deeper interest in Browning's approach to and handling of his 

dramatic technique as applied to his plays for the theatre. The result 

of this intensified interest in ascertaining the scope of Browning 9 s 

dramatic and lyric power evidenced in his dramas has been the 

f ollowing investigation. 

This investigation could not have materialized were it not for t he 

ent husiasm and encouragement of my major advisor , Dr. Agnes Berri gan . 

I t is to her and to my second reader 9 Dr. Clinton C. Keeler , that I wish 

t o express my appreciation. I should like to acknowledge special indebted

ness to Miss Vivia Locke, of the Speech Department, whose assistance and 

advice in matters specifically dramatic have been invaluable. I also 

wish to express my appreciation to my parents for their interest , and 9 

particularly, I wish to say that without the constant help and inspira

tion of my husband my thesis could never have become a reality . 

iii 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Robert Browning early in his literary career wrote seven plays 

which» because of their lack of success on the stage, have been classed 

as closet dramas. The implication in this title is that , since they 

were not successful theatrically~ they must be relegated to private 

readingo 

In the case of Tennyson» there is little to make one question his 

failure in the dramatic form, a form alien to his genius. But Browning 1 s 

power with dramatic monologue,~even the dramatic intensity of his lyric 
• 

poetry, justifies an inquiry into his drama; and the possibility that 

earlier critics had been wrong could be considered in view of new 

techniques of acting and production and particularly in the application 

of dramatic principles which embraced the static drama of Maeterlinck 

and the new and strange drama of Chekhovo That critics have adamantly 

held to the unfavorable views consequent on the failure of these plays 

as dramatic productions has caused them to be dismissed with little 

attention. 

The selection of plays has been based on an attempt to furnish a 

' 
representative .sequenceo This would seem to be a fair an:i accurate 

investigation. Therefore» Browning's earliest attempt at drama, Strafford, 

followed by Colombe's Birthday and f! Blot in the 'Scutcheon, both of 

which were written later, will be used. The two former are five act 

plays , the latter a drama of three acts . 
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To subject thre~., of the Browning closet dramas to an analysis based 

upon what is generally accepted dramatic criteria--criteria that include 

the newer dramatic techniques-is to be the purpose of this study. This 

means of determining what are good form, structure, and actability in a 

play, what is dramatically effective in it, what it is that imparts 

excellence to a drama, what makes the work successful theatre in the 

final analysis should reveal much about BroWDing 1 s dramatic power or 

lack of it. An analysis of the dramaturgical elements found in the 

Browning plays should provide a fresh approach toward an understanding 

of and perhaps a renewed interest in them. 

Ten dramaturgical principles, the presence of which, all or in 

part 9 are necessary to infuse successful theatre into a play, shall be 

the basis of this investigation. These generally accepted criteria are 

found to be directly stated either in whole or in part in such modern 

dramatic texts as Brander Matthews'! Book About the Theater; John E. 

Dietrich• s Play Direction, John Gassner' s Producing ~ Pla.y; Stark 

YoUI!g 1 s The Theatre; s .. Marion Tucker 1 s Modern Fla.ya. The elements 

shall be applied to each play in the same order in which they occur 

in this preliminary discussion. These dramaturgical essentials are the 

protagonist, theme 9 exposition, point of attack, foreshadowing, crisis, 

clima.x.9 major dramatic question, prize, and resolutiono 

The initial point of dramaturgioal importance is the protagonisto 

The protagonist must first be one whose decisions direct the aetion of 

the playo Directing the action is of extreme importance, and it reflects 

the writer's ability to formulate charactero This formulation of the 

character of the protagonist is representative of his ability to create 

oharacterso Therefore, if the protagonist is created skillfully enough, 
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then the decisions and their logical developments would conveniently be 

perceived by the audience without difficulty in a direct line through 

the play. With this same clear line in mind, the writer should success

fully motivate the protagonist by reasons which must be made perfectly 

clear to the audience; and 1 as the play progresses, this should be done 

either through development of his own character, as indicated by the 

effects he produces upon others in the play and their reactions in 

r elation to him, or solely by his actions» or by a combination of both o 

The protagonist, like all of the dramatis personae 9 has a definit e 

appointment in the dramatic action with reference to the whole 9 and 

upon the successful handling of this character , rests much of the fate 

of the play as theatreo 

The theme, which is the second dramaturgical requirement has in 

regard to plays a special technical meaning . In a play the theme may 

simply be a story 1 the unfolding of the plot, although most plays , 

i n addition to plot structure propound a definite impression of 

cryst allized statement of the idea in the plS37 . And this impli cit 

thought can be summed up in some pregnant abstract stat ement o This 

i dea of the play in the abstract is called the themeo That the theme 

or main idea of a play presents itself differently to di fferent persons 

should not be overlooked o But a theme is found in the play which 

embodies more than just the story and the representation of character. 

"However important and interesting its story and however natural and 

convincing its characters 111 that play which reaches beyond these 

1 
S. Marion Tucker, edo, Modern Plays, (New York, 1932), Po Y/. 
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essential components imparts to the audience its universal essence or 

themeo Although aey major and minor abstractions of theme must ., of 

necessity, be satisfactorily conveyed to the audience by the playwright 

through the handling of the director, the initial and all important 

concern of both should be that the plot, or story, if the drama embraces 

one .11 must be presented t o the audience with all possible clarity. 

That t here should be no misconception entertained that the sole 

importance of theme is regarded as an abstraction or essence of any 

particular play .11 a very obvious a!Jd extremely important fact should not 

be ignoredo The dramatic theme must provide, not just the statement of 

an abstract idea., but a raison ~ 'e'tre to the actor. A successful 

dramatic vehicle should have this implicit thought strongly enough 

conveyed to support the inherent reasons for each actor doing what he 

doeso This thematic idea should color and permeate the atmosphere of 

the production sufficiently well to indicate that there is a definite 

reason and response, whether tinted, shaded., or fully illuninated, 

whether presented with the utmost subtilty or with obviousness, which 

reflect the direct relation of every actor to this basic thought " 

This major theme should come about as the result of the story; this 

is a dramatic necessityo The more complicated dramas may embrace a 

subsidiary theme which may or may not be related to the major theme" 

The strong use of leitmotiv contributes greatly to the dramatic quality 

and worth of the play as a whole o And again it should be stated that 

whether the major idea of the dramatic vehicle is the concern of the 

examiner or whether t he motif of the secondary plot is to be analyzed, 

both must offer immutable grounds to support the motivation of the 

characters involved " 
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Exposition provides the third point of the dra.matu.rgieal investiga-

tion. The dramatic means of telling a story through speech and aetion 

must eomrey at every step the dramatist 1 s intention to his audience" 

This must be done w.l..th the utmost clarity. In addition to this, it is 

also essential in many plays that a certain mood or mood~setting be 

established 9 that certain events which bear directly upon the aGtion 

and which have happened before the opening of the play be explained, or 

that ·the persons involved in the play and their interrelationships 

preceding the rising of the curtain be clarified. The means that the 

dramatist has of' conveying this essential information is through 

exposition. 

There is need·f'or exposition even if the story begins to unfold w.:tth 

the rising of the curtain; bu.t if this is not the case 9 then the draJllatist 

may avail himself of a number of expository devices which are at his 

disposal. It ma;y be given in the most evident way through direct state-

:ments; it may be included subtly; or it may take the form of Giramatic 

action. "Ibsen I s Ghosts, of course is an extreme case, but it is a 

superlative example of how a playwright 9 by dramatizing his exposition, 

can make it as interesting as action. 11 2 

'I'he exposition may be given as introductory material at the 

begim'ling of t,he play o It may be introduced from time to time as 

clarity warrants. Conversational devices may be employed among servants 1 

or two friends may meet after a long separation. According t® his 

dexterity in handling it, the dramatist ma;y make his exposition seem to 

come about naturally,. or it may appear forcedo It may be eonveyed, in 

2 :IbicL , p • 30 . 



/ part, through the decor of the set or through the atmosphere evoked by-

the settingo If the dramatist is to have effective exposition» then he 

must transmit it to his audience im the way best suited to his own 

limitations and. to the limitations that he has imposed upon his play. 

If he does not succeed in treating the exposition either satisfactorily 
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or adequately~ the entire vehicle ean misfire to become little more than. 

a complete failure. 

Immediately following the necessary exposition falls the point of 

attack. This is the exact point at which the action and direction in 

which the plot is to move come into sharp foouso The amount of initial 

exposition, or building up to the situation or to the character which is 

to dominate the play- determines the location of the point of attack. The 

nature of the plot establishes the need, if ar11, for preparing the 

audience for the point of attaeko Some plots initiate the point of 

attack immediately with no necessary preliminaries; other plays need 

varying degrees of preparationo It is the handling cf the point of 

attack itself that makes its dra.maturgioal worth evident to the auditor. 

Another eff'ecti ve dra.maturgical device is foreshadowing. The 

application of this point approximates the methods employed by the 

dramatist in the use of exposition. This hintimg er indication of what 

is to occur in the progression af' the play- may be found in the very 

beginning of the drama. It may be included in the exposition in a 

subtle way. It may be stated directly, as such, in the dialogue. It 

may be only inferred in the dialogue or be indicated through action. 

Aside from foreshadowing 9 s giving the whole :play away too early, 

there are few limits placed upon the dramatist 9 s use of it. Agai:m. 

clarity is al.l important; and in establishing rapport with t~e audience 



this means of sowing the seed of suggestion of what is to oeeur as the 

play subsequently unfolds is good theatreo Thus the interest of the 

audience is whetted and is not allowed to lag if bits of information 
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a.re inserted to preserve an established level of anticipation. However, 

there is a fine balance to be maintained, and the dramatist must be 

ever aware that too much foreshadowing ean lessen the intended effect of 

a crisis or a clima.xo 

The foregoing points: the protagonist j the theme ,i the exposition, 

point of attack, f'oreshadowing 9 have laid the groundwork for the 

remaining drama.turgieal points which followo In the logicaJ. development 

of the play the crisis should be the next requirement for discussiono 

It has been maintained ttthat the essence of drama is not conflict but 

orisison3 As a play unfolds, it presents a crisis through action or 

through the lines spoken 'by the character in vol wd ~ or it mai:ntains a 

fooal situation, a crisiso These constitute a turning point in the 

aoti.on which in some way determines the end of the play. 

This is not to imply that a play may contain only one crisis, 

for it may have severalo And each· crisis reached in the development 

of the play serves to elevate that actian, the general feeling of 

anticipation, or exoitement 9 to a higher levelo With eaeh succeeding 

elevation the audience receives a more dramatic building up or prepara

tion .for the climax which follows. Often in a play neither the characters 

nor the audience is aware that a climax has been reached 9 yet the spec

tator's interest is sha.rpened 9 and the anticipation is heightened. 

The ways in which the crisis manifests itself vary with each pla.J. 
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It may- be evide:n.ced in1s"thought, which. would be conveyed through action, 

in dialogue, or in action alone, or it may be constituted in a situation. 

And according to the dir~ction or to the individual reaction to the 

play9 there may be disagreements as to the exact location of a crisis. 

"The answer to them often resides in one 8s idea of the nature of the 

theme of the plays or of the characters, or of the issues involved in 

the action. 114 

The climax dramaturgfoally follows the crisis. They are not to be 

confused al though they may oceur simultaneously in some dramas. The 

climax occvs at that point in the play when the highest emotional 

tension is registered by the audience. This, too, might become a point 

of argument if the emotional pitch of the play were maintained at a 

fairly higitl. level throughout. However)) the climax is much less elusive 

than the crisis, and its determination shottld rarely present ~ 

difficw.ty. 

The major dramatic question, which is, of course, the basic 

problem which is posed for solution at the beginning of the play, will 

be fomd t<!l be of great dramatu.rgical importance. Whatever the subject 

of the drama is revealed to be, the. dramatic question may embrace any

thing which the playwright feels has enough inherent dramatic potential 

for a play. Its effective treatment oould be determined by the amount 

of dramatic response which. the crisis and climax cow.d bestir in the 

audience. For the climax would reveal the solution of the dramatic 

question. 

The inclusion of a prize among the ten requirements under discussion 

4rbid., p. 34. 
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adds greatly to the overall dramaturgical effeetiveness of the playo 

The prize may be represented with as muoh diversit7 as there are plots 

themselves" The prize» or rewardg proffered in a play a.d.ds a.n intrinsic 

dramatic quality to the play as a whole o Whether it be merely the solu

tion to the principal situation represented or merely a solution to a 

subsidiary motif--the winning of the heroine, the death of the villian, 

the victory in battle, or the proving of any point--it adds to the overall 

effectiveness of the play" Further dramatic potential comes through if 

these aforementioned stock situations were to be an obstacle w.b.ieh would 

interfere with the.gaining of the upper hand in a situation, or if an 

antagonist were to present himself as a determined means of preventing 

the winning of the prize" The problem of the prize could find its 

resolution constituted in the climax or immediately preceding it. 

The final dramaturgioal point is the resolution of the pll!liYo All 

action following the climax is considered part of the resolution, and it 

is in this portion of the play that "the entire work or the stage should 

find its justification a:nd oonfirmation 11 5 and should contain 11only the 

necessary consequences of the action and tb.e characters" 116 Obviously 

the entire action of the play has pointed toward the e:nd; consequently, 

a d~nou.ement should be treated with this in mind. At this point the 

entire solution of the plot wo'Ulq be effected. The resolution would of 

necessity be a logical Gutgrowth of the climax since the resolution is 

but the falling action whiok brings about the eonclttsion of the drama 

after the high point or climax occurs o T:he length of the resolution 

5Gu.stav Freytag, Technique of ~ ~' (Chioago, 1908), p. 1.39. 

6rbid., p. 1.39. 
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would naturally be determined by a. number of aspectso The type of play 

represented should affo.rd an indication of the denouement that an 

audience would expeoto If a tragedy were to be the vehicle 9 perhaps a 

more detailed resolution would he desired. Other types of plays would 

require a different treatmento Therefore, the treatment of the resolu

tion and its effectiveness can only be left to the discretion of the 

dramatist. And the ultimate test of its dramaturgioal effectiveness 

lies in the reaction of the audience. 

With the establishment of the ten dramaturgioa.l elements augmented 

with such e:xplanator,material as should contribute to a full under

standing of the meaning of each point as it is applied, the pattern to 

which the Browning dramas will be subjeoted for examination will be 

discussed subsequently. 

Each pley is to be treated completely, as a separate entity, before 

the succeeding one is examined. The procedure will be initiated with a 

summary or explication of the plot augmented with selections of dialogue. 

These selections serve a dual purpose, in that, along with advancing 

the plot, they will also substantiate the various dramaturgical points: 

protagonist, theme 3 exposition, point of attaok~ foreshadowingj orisisj 

climax» major dramatic question, prize, and resolutiono Following the 

summary, the ten points will be applied, with the necessary and appropriate 

evidence from the plays to substantiate firmly the application of each 

dramaturgica.l device as it is examined. 

This means of approach 9 with the summary preceding the dramaturgical 

investigation:, would be a neeessi ty to anyone reading this analysis who 

is not conversant with the plays; and to those already familiar with the 

three dramas 3 the foregoing procedure would serve to facilitate an 

examination of the techniques applied hereo 



CHAPTER II 

STAFFORD, COLOMBE 8S BIRTHDAY AND 

! BLOI' IN THE 9S0UTCHEON 

Strafford, Browning 1 s first attempt at drama, was written in 1837, 

almost ten years in advance of! Blot in~ 8Scutcheon and Oolombe's 

Birthday. 

The play is an alllbitious undertaking for a first dramao It is 

based upon historical events, which were in their time of explosive 

poll tic al significano eo In creating the character of Strafford, Browning, 

howeveri was exceptionally well prepared 9 for during this time he was 

actually involved in writing, or in helping to write~ the 11Life of 

Strafford" which his friend John Forster was to include in Lives of 

Eminent British Statesmen. 

Because of the historical facts which support the play~ it is 

difficult to set the draJlla aside from them. It is comparable to 

selecting one speech from any drama, lifting it from its context, and 

expecting it to make complete sense 9 as well as to convey the complete 

idea of the play 11 as it stands unsupported Q Therefore}) at the outset 

the modern audience or reader of Strafford will find the lack of a 

thorough understanding of the background of the dramatic events a 

decided deterrent in following the action. Some familiarity with the 

latter events of King Charles First's reign would be a necessity as well 

as a relief in appreciating what is transpiring on the stageo For almost 

11 
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every line has a dramatic meaning and an underlying political counter-

part as wello These occur with such rapidity that some briefing upon 

this rapid-fire attack is necessary. 

Lines such as these from Act I of the Browning text must need some 

clarification; otherwise a complete appreciation of the play is im

possible. Strafford. is referred to in the following lines: 

Vane. To framej we know it well, the choicest clause 
In the Petition of Right: he framed such clause 
One month before he took at the Kingus hand 
His Northern Presidencyj which that Bill 
Denounced. 

That Strafford had been a political ally of Vane, the above speaker, 

and a personal friend of some of the others gathered in this scene has 

already been implied in the text, but the full importance of the fore-

going speech needs explanation. Thomas Wentworth, the Earl of Strafford, 

did not fall into this hated position by accident either historically, 

to accomodate the political enemies of his d~, or to accomodate 

Browning dramatically. Historically he became prominent after the 

murder of the Duke of Buckingham, young Charles 0 prime minister. There 

were several men, Digges, Savile, Wentworth who were considered as 

replacements. 

But Wentworth was the man of all others most worth winning. In the 
debates upon the Petition of Right he had taken a line marked by certain 
restraints. Behind the fierce invective of the Parliamentarian there 
had been noticed a certain willingness not to exclude the other side 
of the argument. His abilities were obviously of the first order, and 
so were his ambitions. His sombre force might mar or make the system 
the King now sought to establish. 

To Wentworth therefore the King turned. Indeed even before the 
death of Buckingham this champion of Parliament had made distinct over
tures all couched in dignified and reasonable guise. The securing of 
Wentworth had not become essential to the Personal Rule ••• In December 

~orace E. Scudder, ed., The Cambridge Poets Edition, Student's 
F.di tion, The Complete Poetic and Dramatic Words of Robert Browning 
(New York, 1895}, p. 52. 
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1628 he became Lord President of the Council of the North and a member 
of the Privy Council. From this moment he not only abandoned all the 
ideas of which he had been the ablest exponent» but all the friends who 
had fought at his side. He sailed on in power and favor while Eliot, 
his rival but for long his comrade., was condemned for contempt of the 
King 11 s Government and languished to his death in the Tower. The very 
force of Wentworthus practical mind led him to a theme which was the 
exact contrary of all he had previously espoused ••••• The words of the 
opposition to the Government had hardly died away from his lips when, 
at the invitation of that government, he joined it, although no change 
had been introduced into its policy. This was the reason why a hatred 
centered upon Wentworth different from that which even incompetence 
attracted to other ministers. He was 'the Satan of the Apostasy,' 

11 the lost Archangel,' 1 the suborned traitor to the cause of Parliament.' 
No administrative achievements, no address in business, no eloquence, 
no magnitude of personality» could atone to his former friends for his 
desertion. And they had eleven years to think about it all.2 

Without more knowledge of this situation the intense hatred displayed 

by the lords gathered in this opening scene could not be fully understood. 

There is a need for a filling in of events prior to the beginning of the 

play, which takes place in 1640, not in 1628 when Strafford first became 

Councillor of the North. The impetus behind the motivation of these 

men to do away with Strafford needs more clarification than the play 

itself gives. 

With these men~ of whom Pym is the leader» a principle is involved 

in dealing with Strafford. From this view point events have progressed 

beyond personal affronts to which reference has been made when Strafford 

assumed his position in the Northern Council. These men, his cast-off 

friends and associates$ have been festering in silence. They have had 

no outlet for their grievances until nowo For the first time in eleven 

years of Personal Rule the king has called a Parliament. He is desper-

ately in need of money because he has embroiled himself in a religious 

situation with Scotland from which there is no way out. Ultimately 

2winston S. Churchill.9 The New World 9 ! History of the, English
Speaking Peoples, (New York, 1956), pp. 192-193. 
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there would be war, and Charles could not afford a war unless he were to 

call Parliament to vote the necessary funds. 

That the numerous references to Ireland and Strafford 1s relation-

ship there be understood» that the presence of Scotsmen and Presbyterians 

at the Parliament be explained~ that the need for a Parliament at all and 

the unexpected reaction of its being called be understoodJ it is necessary 

to look beyond Browning 1s lines to see that 

In the complicated pattern of Western Europe the Scots were not 
only the ardent partisans of Pro·testantism~ but the friends of France 
against the Austro-Spanish combinationo They viewed the neutral and 
isolationist foreign policy of King Charles as unduly favoring the 
Catholic interesto They now sought to revive in an intimate form their 
traditional association with France. By the end of 1639 Charles saw 
himself confronted with an independent State and Government in the 
North, which~ though it paid formal homage to him as Kingj was resolved 
to pursue its own policy both at home and abroado It thus challenged 
not only the King 1 s prerogati:ve;1 but the integrity of his dominions. He 
felt bound to fighto But how'LooWould that be possible without a 
Parliament? Wentworth was now summoned from Ireland to strengthen the 
Councilo His repute at Court stood higho He had restored not only order 
but the appearance of loyalty throughout Ireland. Irish sympathies lay 
upon the Catholic sideo Ruling as an enlightened despot, the Lord 
Deputy had raised and was paying and training an Irish army of eight 
·thousand meno He believed himself capable of enf arcing upon Scotland, 
and later upon EnglandJ the system of autocratic rule which had brought 
him success in the sister islando o a Wentworth saw clearly enough that the 
royal revenues were not sufficient to support the cost of the campaigno 
He concluded therefore that Parliament must be summonedo In his over
confidence he thought that the commons would prove manageableo He was 
wrongo:3 

After almost eleven years the membership had changed 9 and approxi-

mately only one=fourth of the former members reappearedo Eliot was now 

dead in the tower; Wentworth bad become Earl of Strafford and was elected 

to the position of the King 1 s First Minister. But one man of the former 

group remained; this was Pym, the competent avengero 

In the play as in history Strafford meets his match in Pym. Pym is 

the warhead for the others whose opposition to everything Strafford has 
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done and is attempting to do is the principal complaint set forth in the 

Commons. It is through Pym 9s astuteness that Strafford 9s activities are 

misinterpreted and his articles of impeachment are drawn up. In less 

than an hour the powerful minister found himself at the "Bar" awaiting 

directions from his peers. His sword was taken 9 and he was taken into 

custody by "Black Rod. 11 

The swiftness of Strafford 8s change of fortune was engendered by 

the king who stupidly, in Strafford 9s absencei dissolved the first 

Parliament at Laudus recommendation because of its refusal to vote more 

than half of the twelve subsidies demanded for the support of the army. 

This initial blow to Strafford was only minor when it is compared to the 

outcome of the second Parliament. Charles, upon Straffordus advice, 

recalled the Parliament in order to vote enough money to pay the dis

contented and disorganized army which~ in being routed by the Scots, 

had allowed the Scots to cross the border into England. This second 

Parliament had nothing but hatred for Strafford, whom it blamed unjustly 

for dissolving the previous, or Short Parliament, just as its activities 

were underway. 

Pym triggered the impeachment action» for he feared that Strafford 

would act first in introducing some convincing proofs of the correspond

ence carried on by Pym and others with the invading Scots. This was 

treason according to the King 0 s Writj and Pym acted first lest this 

formidable information be used against him. Pym 8s duplicity to his 

country is not actually brought out in the play although it is implied 

in Straffordus speech to Lady Carlisle in Scene II of Act III. 

For eighteen days the trial continues, and each day Strafford 

counters eloquently the charges brought against him. The audience views 
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two of these days briefly--the initial day when Strafford is forced in 

Act III to surrender his sword, and in Act IV on the final day when it 

appears that Strafford 8 s parries have been successful in extricating him 

from an exceedingly dangerous positiono This final position which 

Straffordus enemies felt certain would seal his conviction is also 

dealt with in the play. Secretary of the Privy Council 9 Sir Henry Vane 9 

fou.nd that his son had purloined a note which the elder Vane had preserved 

from the May 59 1640, discussion in the Kingus Councilo This bit of bad 

faith on the part of the younger Vane was to cost him his life in~fater 

yearso 'I'hose sentiments expressed in the note were attributed to 

Straf'fordo 

Everything is to be done as power will admit, and that you are to 
do. They refused 9 you are acquitted towards God and mano You have an 
army in Ireland you may employ here to reduce this kingdomo Confident 
as anything under Heaven, :Scotland shall not hold out five monthso4 

When the Commons were advised of this it was declared that this 
convicted Strafford of advising the use of' an Irish Army to subdue 
England. The words in their context seemed to mean that Scotland was 
intended 9 and Scotland at the time of their utterance was in rebellion 
against the Kingo Vane the elder, Secretary of Council, in cross
examination could not 9 or would not~ say whether the words 1 this kingdom 1 

meant England or Scotlando The other members of the Council who were 
examined declared that they had no recollection of the words; that the 
debate regarded the means of reducing Scotland 1 not England; and that 
they had never heard the slightest hint of employing the Irish Army 
anywhere but in ScotlandoooStrafford 1 s answer covered all issueso 1What 
will be the end,' he said, Uif words which are spoken in the Kingus 
privy council 9 half understood or misunderstood by its members, are to 
be turned into crime? No one will any longer have the courage to speak 
out his opinion plainly to the kingo 8 The lawyers also declared themselves 
on his side. There was no doubt that he had won his caseo5 

Browning in recounting this episode approaches it differentlyo The 

audience hears of it through Hollis 1 who 9 as he relates the information 

4rbid o 9 p. 217 o 

5Ibid 09 PPo 217=2180 
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to Charles, makes it most apparent that this vascillating, weak king has 

again failed in his administration when he could have so easily spoken 

out from his curtained booth in Parliament in defense of this faithful 

ministero His lack of forceful character serves admirably to illuminate 

the strength of character and purpose which Strafford displays in the 

playo 

Charleso And they dare 
Consummate calmly this great wrong! No 

hope? 
This ineffaceable wrong! No pity then? 

Holliso No plague in store for perfidy?-
Farewell! 

You call me 9 sir--,LTo Lady CARLISLE~? You» 
lady, bade me come 

To save the Earl: I came~ thank God for it, 
To learn how far such perfidy can go! 
You 9 sir» concert with me on saving him 
Who have just ruined Strafford! 

Charles. I? -- and how? 
Hollis. Eighteen days long he throws 9 one after 

one, 
Pym 9s charges back: a blind moth-eaten law! 
--He 8ll break from it at lasti and whom to 

thank? 
The mouse that gnawed the lion's net for him 
Got a good friendj -- but he 9 the other mouse, 
That looked on while the lion freed himself-
Fared he so well 9 does any fable say? 

Charles. What can you mean? 
Holliso Pym never could have proved 

Strafford 0s design of bringing up the troops 
To force this kingdom of obedience: Vane~ 
Your servant» not our friend 1 has proved it. 

Charleso Vane? 
Hollis. This day. Did Vane deliver up or no 

Those notes which» furnished by his son to Pymjl 
Seal Strafford 0s fate? ••••o•• 

Hollis. Ha? Strafford cannot turn 
As you 9 sir» sit there--bid you forth 9 demand 
If every hateful act were not set down 
In his commission?--whether you contrived 
Or no, that all the violence should seem 
His work» the gentle ways--your own 9-=his 

partj . 
To counteract the King 0s kind impulses-
While ••• but you know what he could sayg 

And then 



He might produce --mark, sir~ - a certain 
charge 

To set the King 1s exp~ess command aside, 
If need werej and be blameless. He might 

add. o o 

Charles. Enough! 
Hollis. --Who bade him break the Parlia

ment, 
Find some pretence6for setting up sword-law! 

;Queen. Retire~ 

Just as the Parliament and Pym failed on this count to ensnare 
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Strafford so had the king again failed to raise his voice in Strafford~s 

defense. But the Commons would succeed one way or another, and by dis-

pensing with the trial~ they could declare Strafford guilty by Act of 

Parliament. The Bill of Attainder was drawn up$) not in actuality by Pym 

or Hampden; but immediately after it was launched, their weight and 

influence, as well as that of the angry people of the cityj were behind 

ito The Lords listened to Strafford 0s closing speech and ignored the 

Bill which was passed in the House of Commons on April 21 by 204 votes 

to 59. The names of the unfortunate fifty-nine were claimed traitors 

defending a traitor. Strafford was lost thus politically, historically 3 

and dramaticallyw as well. 

Although Browning has rearranged the remaining incident for dramatic 

effect 9 historically it is known that the king attempted to gain control 

of the tower and the prison. But Sir William Balfour$) the Governor 

repulsed the forces, and also rejected an enormous bribe tendered him by 

Straffordo An armed mob then threatened to impeach the queen if the king 

were to interfere. 

Charles was not so concerned now, from a political position)) over 

the loss of Strafford,, but whether royal authority would perish with him. 
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The king received» howeverj a letter from Strafford, written before the 

House of Lords cast its vote, urging Charles not to be held by al11' 

promises to him which might endanger the monarchy or the peace of the 

realm. This was an unlooked for release £or the kingi but he was to 

remember to the last moment of his life that Strafford 0s death was his 

doing when he signed the Bill of Attainder the next day. Regretting his 

action, he sent his young son 9 the Prince of Walesi to entreat the House 

of Lords to refute the death sentence to life imprisonment. This was 

denied as well as a few days of grace in which Strafford might settle 

his affairs. 

It is this political fabric which Browning took from the tapestry 

of English history that is to be examined. How malleable this material 

becomes at the pen of a new dramatist and how competently he has arranged 
,. 

it according to the ten points necessary for dramaturgical excellence 

shall be examined. 

Strafford is an ideal selection for the protagonist of a tragedy. 

In accordance with the demands of the first dramaturgical requirement, 

Browning has given him nobility of character and unquestioningly high 

purpose and integrity of aotion 9 and in addition Strafford directs the 

action of the drama. He has given Strafford a tragic flaw. If the point 

were stretched somewhatj it could possibly be seen that Strafford has 

two tragic flaws. 

The first would be the overuse of power because of his unlimited 

access to it. This use of power is more implied than treated openly in 

the play, for Strafford 8s decisions appear to be refuted, or to changed 

completely, according to the whims of the king~ as often as they are 

accepted. Thus the a.mount of power at his command appears uncertain to 
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an audienceo The tragic flaw which ultimately leads to Strafford 8s down-

fall in the play is his completely naive love and implicit trust in the 

kingo This includes his willingness to overlook and excuse the deplor-

able treatment he receives at Charles 1 hand. This steadfastness and 

unquestioning devotion is an admirable quality to possess, but in 

Strafford it is carried too far for credibilityo It seems inconceivable 

that a man of Strafford 8s political background and training and apparent 

perspicacity could be so utterly blind in his association with King 

Charles. 

It can only be assumed that Strafford, as Browning has created him, 

believes that every human being has as an intrinsic part of his character 

the infinite loyality that he himself has, and this is an unbelievable 

error in judgment for a statesman to make. 

Repeatedly Strafford is faced with the king 0s lack of faith in himo 

In Act II 9 Scene II 1 the minister is faced with Charles 8 changing the 

plans which he 9 Strafford, has so carefully laid outo 

Strafford. ••o I said, to please you both 
I 8d lead an Irish army to the West, 
While in the South an English.o.but you look 
As though you had not told me fifty times 

. 1T was a brave plan~ My army is all raised 9 

I am prepared to join it ••o 
Charles. Hear me, Strafford! 
Strafford ••••• When, for some littJ.e thing, my 

whole design 
Is set aside-=(Where is the wretched paper?) 
Tam to lead--(ay 9 here it is)--to lead· 
The English army: why? Northumberland, 
That I appointed. 9 chooses to be sick--
Is frightened: and, meanwhile, who answers for 
The Irish Parliament? or army 9 either? 
Is this my plan? 

Charles. So disrespectful, sir? 
Strafford. My liege 9 do not believe it! I am yours 9 

Yours ever; 9t'is too late to think about: 
To the death~ yours. Elsewhere~ this untoward 

step 



Shall p~ss for mine; the world shall think it 
mi~eo 

But hereJ But here! I am so seldom here, 
Seldom with you9 my Kingi ! 9 soon to rush 
Along upon a giant in the dark! 

Charleso My Straffordl 
Straffordo ,LExa.mines papers awhil~7 iSeize 

the passes of the Tyne!' 
But, sir 9 you see--see all Is~ is true? 
My plan was sure to prosper, so 9 no cause 
To ask the Parliament for help; whereas 
We need them frightfullyo 

Charles. Need the Parliament? 
Strafford. Now, for Godus sake, sir, not one error 

more! 
We can afford no error; we draw, now, 
Upon our last resource: the Parliament 
Must help us! 

Charleso I 0ve undone you~ Straffordi7 

As if this were not sufficient to cause Strafford to move more 

cautiously, he then learns from the king that, because of Vane 9s 
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interference 9 the Parliament has failed to vote not a single one of the 

twelve subsidies which are needed to raise money for the a:rmyo Further-

more the king, seeing this, dissolved the body. In the face of this 

obvious mistake» the king still cannot seem to realize what a grave error 

he has committed; worse yet 9 Strafford is incapable of conceiving that 

the king cannot be trusted. In the following passage also from Act II 9 

Scene II, Strafford actually seems to see Charles as he really is 9 but 

this realization is only momentaryJ and Strafford resumes his unquestioning 

role. 

Strafford o And this while I am herei with you! 
And there are hosts suoh 9 hosts like Vane! I go, 
And 9 I once gone 9 they 111 close around you 9 sir, 
When the least pique, pettiest mistrust» is sure 
To ruin me-=and you along with me! 
Do you see that? And you along with me! 
--Sir 9 you111 not ever listen to these men, 

7Ib:td a, Po 57. 



And I away, fighting your battle? Sir, 
If they--if She--,Lthe queen7 charge me 9 no matter how-
Say you, 'At any time when he returns 
His head is mine!' Don't stop me there! You 

know 
My head is yours 9 but never stop me there! 

Qharleso Too shamefu1 9 Strafford! You advised 
the war, 

.An.d. 0 0 0 

Strafford. I! I! that was never spoken with 
Till it was entered on. That loathe the war! 
That say it is the maddest, wickedest ••• 
Do you know, sir, I think within my heartj 
That you would say I did advise .the war; 
And if 9 through your own weakness 1 or, what's 

worse .. 
These Scots 9 with God to help them, drive me 

back» 
You will not step between the raging People 
And me 9 to say o•• 

I knew it! from the first 
I knew it. Never was so cold a heart! 
Remember that I said i t--that I never 
Believed ;y-p1+ .fgf. El. pi9men~J 

· ='"""'And 9 you loved me? 
You thought your perfidy prodoundly hid 
Because I could not share the whisperings 
With Vane 9 with Sa vile? What 9 the face was 

masked? 
I had the heart to see, sirl Face of flesh, 
But heart Os stone-""<>f' smooth cold frightful 

stone! 

The audience can only suppose that Strafford has forgotten his 

misgivings concerning the king the moment that he has uttered them. 
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There is no explanation for Strafford 0s behavior. And this weakness in 

his character does not make for even mediocre theatre. It is insulting 

to an audience to be forced to accept such actions from a man of such 

stature. For he goes to take charge of the army as the king has ordered, 

and in the following act Strafford 8s defeat in Scotland is announced, 

and the impeachment proceedings begin. If Strafford were to have 

seriously believed the accusations he directed at the king 9 this would 
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have been the propitious moment for his withdrawing completely to the 

safety of York and not returning. But he oomes back to Whitehall at the 

king 1s summons for council. And his decision to do this directs the 

final action of the play. 

Strafford 0s decisions determine the entire framework of the play. 

The impression created is one in which Strafford stands in the center of 

this framework of his own making and watches as he is walled in with 

materials which he himself has supplied~ The realization comes slowly 

to the audience that unless he immediately selects another course, there 

can be no wa;y of escape. Nor does he want one. He prefers the fate he 

has built for himself. Again a great strain is put upon the patience of 

the audience and the reader as they are forced to watch Strafford bring 

about his own downfall through such amazingly poor judgment and equally 

poor dramatic technique. 

The remaining personae of the drama are shown in varying degrees of 

importance and in varying relationships to Strafford. Each serves as a 

different mirror against which Strafford is reflectedo Or it might be 

said" that Strafford is intended to be the master mirror against which 
.!A 

his associates are reflected in their relative degrees of effective 

characterizationo 

There is a hint with no satisfactory basis for evidence 

''<.h. Th'a!t Pym and Strafford were once intimate friends. In carrying on Pym 1 s 
feeling of admiration for Charles 0 minister to the days of the Short or 
even of The Long Parliarnent 9 the dramatist has filled his play with 
scenes which are more hopelessly impossible than anything else in it 9 

but they all conduce to his main object 9 the creation of the impression 
abou·b Strafford which he wished to convey o 9 

9George Willis Cooke 9 Guide Book to the Poetic Works of Robert 
Browning 9 (New York 9 1891) 9 p. 4090 
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As Pym is reflected in the drama 9 indeed it is difficult to visualize a 

man of his convictions who would at the last possible moment come to 

Strafford to beg his forgiveness. "Pym is intended to be especially 

strongQ He is made a blusterer. He was a gentleman 9 but in this last 

scene he is hatefuloulO This meeting of two such strong opponents is 

out of character for Pym 9 and a weakness is revealed in the man which the 

audience has not suspected. It is so unlikely and introduced far too 

late in the play that it is not easy to accept, and an unreality is 

imparted to his character as a result. 

That Strafford~ as Browning has drawn him 9 can be forgiving toward 

Pym is no surprise since his tragic flaw appears to embrace, as well as 

his blind loyality to King Charles, a failure to see 9 in proper perspec-

tive 9 anyone who may have wronged him. And 

when Pym and Strafford forgive each other and speak of meeting hereafter» 
good sense is violated 9 and the natural dignity of the scene, and the 
characters of the men. Strafford is weaker here, if that were possible 9 

than1fe is in the rest of the drama. Nothing can be more unlike the 
mano 

Again it may be said nothing can be less satisfying and less effective 

theatre than this scene between F'ym and Straffordo 11It must be remembered 9 

however? that the aim of the dramatist was to place Strafford before the 
12 

eyes of men, not to produce an exact representation of the Long Parliament, 11 

and in order to place Strafford in ·this position Browning has included Lady 

Ca.rl:tsle as a means to this end. Historically she did exist as the 

daughter of the ninth Earl of Northumberlando Dramatically Browning 

10 
Stopford Ao Brooke 9 The Poet::rx of Robert Browning~ (New York, 1902), 

Po 228. 

11Ibid o 1 P~ 228 o 

12 
Cooke 9 pQ 4100 
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invented hero He needs her to show her admiration of Strafford not the 

admiration Strafford has for her, and he takes ca.re to show that she was 

not Strafford 9s mistress as rumor indicatedo "The impression of Strafford 1s 

greatness is brought more completely home to the spectator or reader, 

because of the effect which it produces upon one who has given her heart 

without returno 1113 

Being a sounding board for Strafford would be sufficient to justify 

her presence in the drama particularly since she is apparently the only 

friend that Strafford haso And whether it m8¥ or may not have been 

intentional on Browning 0s part 9 their conversations provide a needed 

relief from the continual stress of rigid attentiveness to which the 

audience must subject itself if the full measure of the pl8¥ is to be 

taken ino In addition to the aforementioned reason for Lady Carlisle 0 s 

presence in the dramatis personaej it can be said that she does produce 

a hopeful but shortlived suspense in planning an escape for Straffordo 

Yet the combination of these components does not produce as a whole 

"tibafeffeotive character which Lady Carlisle might have been. She is so 

obscure when she speaks to Strafford that not until the final scene of 

A.Gt I\T can the audience be certain where her loyalty lies. Initially 

when she appears, her manner could as easily be construed to be that of 

an informer as it could be interpreted to be the cautious action of a 

close friendo And as she moves from the king and queen to Strafford. 

and back again with disarming ease~ she can scarcely refrain from 

arousing suspicion in the mind of the spectator as to the position of 

her loyaltyo As a woman in love her restraint is unbelievably astounding. 
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If she were to have declared her feelings more openly earlier in the 

play, he~ role would be considerably strengthenedo And if her position 

in relati<on to Strafford were to be stated more definitely, it would be 
I 

a great help in clarifying, at least, this related portion of the drama 

for the audience. 
t 

Charl·es, in his relationship to Straffordi1 is by comparison "Always 

a selfish liar, but he was not a coward 9 and a i1coward he becomes in this 
I 

play. nl4 He is abetted in all of his endeavors by the queen, who is the 
I 

basest of all with whom Strafford must deal. ihe principle purpose which 

this royal :couple serves most admirably in the drama is that of providing 

an even more solid contrast between themselves and Strafford. Browning 

has succeeded well in maldng the dramatic contrast between Strafford and 

these two who completely lack any principle. Their perfidy and meanness 

make Strafford's nobility all the more evident. Yet while Strafford is 

intuitive enough to see the queen as she is and readily confesses to Lady 

Carlisle this observation that her majesty cannot be trusted. 1 he continues 

throughout the drama to expibit his tragic fl.aw in each meeting with the 

king. 

The noble qualities which Strafford possesses and which have been 

discussed for themselves singularly~ as well as for the manner in which 

they touch each of these people, ultimately remain as virtues suitable 

for the ideal protagonist. His motives are almost irreproachable; his 

love for his king and for England extends beyond even his concern for 

his own preservation; and he possesses ideal integrity. Surely a 

successful protagonist should possess such qualities as these. But is is 

14 Brooke, p. 228. 



difficult to believe that an audience could accept a man so astute in 

political affairs 9 one whose shrewd advice has kept the crown on a 

frugal budget and not dependent upon parliamentary grants, one whose 

diplomacy has enabled him to unite Ireland successfully while maintaining 

a trained standing a:rmyj and yet who can be so utterly obtuse and unaware 

that his destruction has become politically expediento Such inconsistence 

displayed in the protagonist could only be a constant irritation to the 

audience. His blind devotion to Charles is almost maudlin 9 and it is 

difficult to believe that an audience would not be impatient with 

Strafford for maintaining this steadfastness. In Strafford his admirable 

qualities are grossly out weighed by his tragic flawj and the imbalance 

in this proportion does not m~ke for excellence in dramall neither does 

this make the dramaturgical treatment of the protagonist acceptable. 

The second dra.maturgical requirement is theme 9 and the theme of 

Strafford is one of political crises which is the outgrowth of long 

suppressed and smoldering differences that must as last erupt and continue 

to do so until they have finally spent themselves. As in many similar 

themes~ there is a scapegoat upon whom every blame is heaped whether real 

or imaginary, whether deserved or undeserved. But there must be one 9 and 

Strafford, the protagonist, is that one about whom this age worn story of 

political. rivalries swirls and eddies. As always these grievances must 

be expiated, and they finally dissipate themselves in removing the man 

who 9 at the momentj is most representative of the ills of the time. 

The theme is an excellent one for any drama. There is a kind of 

exciting universality in the fomenting of a political drama if it is 

well handled. Browning does not 9 however 9 handle the theme with the 

competence that he should have in this attempt to represent 
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an austere crisis in England 1s history. The first scene puts the great 
quarrel forward as the ground on which the drama is to be wroughto An 
attempt is made to represent the various elements of the popular story 
in the characters of Pym 9 Hampden» the younger Vane and others 9 and 
especially in the relations between Pym and Strafford, who are set over 9 

one against the other 9 with some literary power.15 

But Browning 0s lacking in the sense of theatre undermines what advantage 

he has gained in this •111 terary" treatment, for he causes this very 

"literary" achievement to obscure 9 for the most part, any dramatic spark 

which he might have infused. Browning's dramatic techniques seems to 

have left him completely in this instance. It is apparently not the 

weapon which he decided to use in subduing such a slice of history into 

responding to his bidding in producing a dramatic vehicle. It seems 

instead that the one weapon--his dramatic power--which could have brought 

out the elements of theatre was never used and that Browning was over-

powered and overawed by the vast extent of historical information. 

It is unfortunate that too much history was to get in the way of 

the development of the theme 9 for Browning had the components with which 

to put forward a successful play if he were not to have lost sight of 

the fact that he must be writing primarily a stage representationo This 

has resulted in a complete loss of the dramaturgical effectiveness of 

this second requirement. 

In his exposition9 which is the third dramaturgical requirement 9 

other than the including of too many historical references without 

sufficient explanation 9 Browning excels in one respect and fails com-

pletely in another. In spite of being forced to limp along with attention 

which must be divided between keeping abreast of the dialogue and strug-

gling with these unfamiliar facts of the past, the audience is given a 

more than adequate preparation for what is to come. 

15 . 
Ibid., p. 2'Z7. 



In this respect Browning has shown himself capable of infusing, for 

the momentj the dramatic aspects of exposition into the fabric of his 

play. Act I of Strafford has a most effective beginning in its first 

scene. Pym is mentioned after the first five lines, but Strafford, or 

Wentworth» is only referred to and not mentioned by name until some 

twenty-five lines have been spoken. This dramatic method of attack 

immediately holds the attention of an audience. Both Strafford 1 s and 

Pym 1 s positions 9 as well as those of Hampden» Hollis» the younger Vane 9 

Rudyard 9 Fiennes and the others present 9 are made quite clear by this 

method of exposition. This scene is rather lengthyj but it is also very 

satisfying in that the ground work for the remaining action is well laid. 

Browning has captured the flavor of the times and has induced this 

rampant hatred masterfully into the dialogue. It should be very easy 

for the spectator to become a part of the changed atmosphere, and it 

would be all too easy to be prepared to hate Strafford before he is 

given a chance to speak for himself. 

The power which Pym wields over this assembled group is tremendous» 

as can be seen from the respect his name evokes. His appearance is built 

up to the proper pitch of anticipation. There can be no doubt of the 

stature nor the tempering of Strafford us adversary when he first speaks. 

And in this initial speech Browning produces poetic imagery which in 

these brief lines conveys the feeling regarding Strafford which the 

entire scene has deemed to convey. 

tym. Wentworthus come8 nor sickness» care, 
The ravaged body nor the ruined soul 9 

More than the winds and waves that beat his 
ship~ 

Could keep him from the King. He has not 
reached 



Whitehall: they've hurried up a Council fgere 
to lose no time and find him work enougho 

In scene II of the first Act the exposition continueso In this 

scene Strafford is first viewed by the audience after all of the fore= 

going preparation by Pym and the resto Here he is seen with Lady 
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Carlisle~ and through their conversation more historical information is 

put before the audience, and with it., Strafford reveals his ignorance of 

how precarious his position has already become. 

After Lady Carlisle takes her leave of him 9 he says: 

Wentwortho Forsake the Peoplel I did not forsake 
The People: they shall know it 9 when the King · 
Will trust me!~who trusts all beside at once, 
While I have not spoke Vane and Savile fairj 
And am not trusted: have but saved the throne: 
Have not picked up the Queen's glove prettily, 
And am not trusted. But he 111 see me now o 
Weston is dead: the Queen's half English now-
More English: one decisive word will brush 
These insects from ••• the step I know so well! 
The King! But now, to tell him ••• no-to 

ask 
What's in me he distrusts:--or, best begin 
By proving that this frightful Scots affair 
Is just what I foretold. So much to say, 
And the flesh fails» now, and the time is come 1 

And one false step no way to be repaired. 
You were avenged 9 Pym, could you look on me.17 

The exposition is also effective in establishing the important 

point which occurs at the end of Scene II when the king has made Wentworth 

the Earl of Strafford. In the closing conversation which occurs between 

Charles and the queen, the duplicity of these two is established jl and 

the audience is then fully prepared to see them in the unflattering light 

which the dramatist casts upon them. 

16 Scudder, p. 5L 

17 Ibid. s p. 53. 



Queen. Is it over then? 
Why he looks yellower than ever! Well, 
At least we shall not hear eternally 
Of service-services: hevs paid you at least •••• 
How sure he is of a long term of favor! 
He'll see the next~ and the next after that, 
No end to Parliaments! ••••• 

Charles. Wellj it is done. 
He talks it smoothly, doubtless. Ifj indeed, 
The Commons here ••• 

Queen. Here! You will summon them 
Here? Would I were in France again to see 
A Kingi •••• 

Charles. But listen, sweet! 
Queen. Let Wentworth listen - you confide 

in him! 
'Charles. I do not, love 9-=I do not so confidel 

The Parliament shall never trouble us! 
••• Nay~ hear me! I have schemesj such 

schemes: wev11 buy 
The leaders off: without that, Wentworth 1 s 

Counsel 
Had ne 1er prevailed on me. Perhaps I call it 
To have excusefar' breaking it forever, 
And whose ~ill then the blame be? See you 

not?1 

The fault with Browning 8s exposition is the complete deluge of 

information which the audience is required to assimilate the moment it 

is uttered. For many of the lines throughout the play require the 

immediate perception of the audience if the ideas which they are intended 

to convey are to permit the action to move forward. Browning gives his 

spectator no time to ponder a line 9 for another replaces it which requires 

complete attention. Browning shows the audience no mercy~ and there is 

no let up in his rapid-fire dialogue; consequently 9 the exposition 

suffers, and the entire play suffers dramaturgically as a result of this. 

This is bad theatre which results from the lack of organization of 

historical material. Browning expects the impossible of his audience 

and almost the impossible of his reader. 
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His reader has an advantage in that a passage may be reread, as 

marzy- times as clarity and understanding warrant» but for the audience 

this is impossible. There is never an instant when the play can be 

enjoyed purely for its value as entertainment. It would be impossible 

for an audience to sit back and enjoy the production only as a spectacle 

on the stage. A moment 1 s distraction would cause the spectator to become 

hopelessly lost in the involved dialogue. 

No dramatist who expects a successful reception should inflict so 

rigid a demand upon his audience. Only disinterest and ultimate failure 

can be the result of such a lack of concern for those whose approval 

must determine the success of arzy- dramatic vehicle. Therefore» no 

positive statement could be made in favor of such lack of dramaturgical 

treatment for this requiremento 

In arriving at a point of attack which is the third dramaturgical 

requirement, Browning treats the king 8s relationship with Strafford in 

the second scene in Act I. Strafford who has just arrivedj questions 

Lady Carlisle privately as to the king 8s attitude toward him. These 

questions should serve to make the audience aware that the situation 

which gives rise to them and to the answers they demand will be of 

dramatic significance. He learns from Lady Carlisle that Savile and 

Holland 9 even the elder Vane 9 are all ones who supply the queen with 

information. She reassures Strafford that there is no actual fault for 

them to find with him. 

~ Carlisle, Oh 9 there's no charge~ no precise 
charge 

Only they sneer, make light of-=ene may say 9 

Nibble at what you do.19 · 

19 
Ibid.~ p. 53. 
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Browning is preparing Strafford for the series of blows that are to 

come 9 and the first of these is actually the point at which the action 

is really instigated. This occurs when Strafford inquires of Lady 

Carlisle as to why the king has not met with him upon his arrivalf and 

he learns that a council is meeting regarding Scotland. This point is 

clearly enough made and is not obscured, as is much of the dialogue, with 

complicated passageso This treatment is then responsible for a clearly 

defined dramaturgical pointo 

Lady Carlisleo Because 
He is llOWoooI think a Council 0s setting now 
About this Scot's affair. 

Straffordo A Council sits? 
They have not taken a decided course 
Without me in the matter? 

Lady Carlisle. I should say •••• 
Straffordo The war? They cannot have agreed 

to that? 
Not the Scots 0 war?--without consulting me-
Mell that am here to show how rash it is, 
How easy to dispense with? 20 

No fault can be found with the point of attack in its fulfillment 

of its dramaturgical application. It is well situated in the playp for 

the passages preceding it give the audience the proper amount of prepara= 

tioni and the subsequent action leads from it to a logically handled 

conclusion 9 although clarity in arriving at this conclusion is evidently 

not the vital and dramatic concern of the dramatist that it should be. 

Foreshadowing is actually the keynote of the entire first act. From 

the beginning with the dissatisfaction with Straffordj) its presence in 

almost every line is sufficient to lay bare the ultimate course of the 

play. This element of dramaturgy is crystallized~ however~ in the 

following linesg 

20 Ibid.» Po 530 



Hampden. And one name shall be dearer than all 
names 9 

When children,, yet unborn.11 are taught that 
name 

After their fathers 8 ,-=taught what matchless 
mano •• 

Pymoo oSaved England? What if Went
worth 8 s should be still 

That name? 
Rudyard and others. We have just said it~ Pym! 

His death 
Saves her! We said it-there 0s no way be

sideloooo 
Vane. No villanous striking-down! 

Rudyard. No~ a calm vengenceg let the whole 
land rise 21 

And shout for itoooo 

Again in Act II,, Scene II in a conversation with Strafford, Lady 

Carlisle indicates a foreshadowing of events in her speech. 

Lady Carlisle. Straffordj 
The wind that saps these walls can undermine 
Your camp in Scotland 9 too. Whence creeps 

the wind? 
Have you no eyes except for Pym? Look hereX 
A breed of silken creatures lurk and thrive 
In your contempt. You 8ll vanquish Pym? Old 

Vane 
Can vanquish you.. And Vane you think to fly? 
Rush on the Scots! Do nobly! Vane 8 s slight 

sneer 
Shall test success,, adjust the praise 9 suggest 
The faint resultg Vaneus sneer shall reach you 

there. 22 
==You do not listeni 

34 

The last line of this poetic warning is more prophetic than all of 

her previous lines which are fraught with concern for Straffordus welfare. 

The very fact that he does not listen and refuses to heed the subsequent 

warning which Lady Carlisle attempts to inject into his thinking con-

tributes to the suspense of the playo This is effective theatre and 

commendable use of dramatic irony. 

21 Ibido 9 p. 51. 

22Ibid. 9 Po 590 
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From the first scene it is indicated strongly that nothing pleasant 

or favorable is in store for the Earl of Straffordo And, as the audience 

awaits the development of these forewarnings, it will be certain to 

enjoy the suspense and the sense of foreboding engendered by themo This 

makes for good drama==if the audience is able to catch these inuendoeso 

Unfortunately they are hidden in the dialogue 9 and there is no time to 

ferret them outo Al.though, as previously stated~ attentiveness is a prime 

necessity in the complete enjoyment of arw dramatic vehicle 9 much of the 

fine use of foreshadowing is so obscure as to cancel out the initial 

stimulating anticipation which it has evoked in the audienceo 

The dramaturgical necessity of crisis develops in Scene IIIo 

Previously the audience has learned in Act III Scene I that Strafford 

has been defeated by the Scotsy and in Scene II the queen learns from 

Lady Carlisle that the House of Lords has met to impeach Strafford. It 

appears for the moment, however, that Strafford is safely out of the 

reach of his enemies, at York. But the ld.ng has sent for hirn 9 and 

loyally he returns to Whitehall. Strafford then talks with Lady Carlisle 

alone regarding the papers he has with him. There is no explanation of 

how he came into possession of them 9 which is surprising .in view of 

their obvious importance. This lack of explanation of something of such 

obvious importance is a definite weakness in the structure of the crisiso 

Lady Carlisle. Strafford--Strafford 
What daring act is this you hint? 

Strafford. No, no! 
1T is here~ not daring if you knew? All here! 

/lJrawing papers from his breast. 
Full proof, seej ample proof--does the queen 

know 
I have such damning proof? Bedord and 

Essex. 
Brook~ Warwick 9 Savile did you notice Savile? 
The simper that I spoilt? » Saye~ Mandeville
Sold to the Scots 9 body and soul, by Pym! 



Lady Carlisleo Great heaven! 
Straffordo From Savile and his lords, to Pym 

And his losels, crushed!--Pym shall not ward 
the blow •••• 
I go 

Straight to the House of Lords to claim these knaves. 23 

In spite of her entreaties to remain, he leaves for the House of 

Lords and in so doing brings about the crisis of the playo Strafford 

has no opportunity to make use of his lethal papers, because Pym 

intuitively has acted first. As Strafford stands in the ante chamber 9 

recovering from the shock of his being threatened with impeachment and 

being called a traitor by Pym, it is demanded that he relinquish his 
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sword to the Commonso He considers fighting; and realizing the futility 

of such a course 9 he says 

The King! I troubled him J stoa:L in the way 
of his negotiations 9 was the one 
Great obstacle to peace/I the Enemy 
Of Scotland; and he sent for me, from York, 
My safety guaranteed--having prepared 
A Parliament--! see! And at Whitehall 
The Queen was whispering with Vane--I see 
The Trap~ flearing off the Georgeo 

I tread a gewgaw underfoot, 
And cast a memory from me. One stroke» now! 
~ .Q}!ID; Adherents disarm himo Renewed cries 

of I STRAFFORD ! o 

England~ I see thy arm in this and yield. 
Pray you now--Pym awaits me--pray you 

now! 
,LSTRAFFORD reaches ~ ~: they open wide. HAMP
DEN and~ crowd discovered 9 a.nd 9 at the ~ 9 PYM 
standin~ apart. As STRAFFORD kneels 9 the scene 
shuts. 2Z: - - - -

This scene could be effective theatre with emphasis on the dialogue 

and with particular emphasis upon the small amount of physical action 

,wwhich attends the scene. This treatment alone would more effectively 

23Ibid.~ Po 630 

24rbido 9 Po 650 
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convey to the audience the desired result of heightened anticipation of 

what is to follow in the climax than countless lines of dialogue pre

oeding this bit of action. This display of action best satisfie.s the 

dramaturgicaldemands of crisis~ but it does not receive sufficient 

build up. The motives and intentions are far too obscure. Again the 

audience is forced to grope blindly through the maze of superfluous 

wordso The crisis is reached 9 but the only sense of achievement which 

may be enjoyed by the spectator is that the vague impression of what is 

happening is still within his grasp. No handling of crisis could be 

farther from dramaturgical significance than the treatment employed here. 

The crisis is passedJ and the action sweeps Strafford toward the 

climaxo Perhaps attention should be called to the reference of 

Straffordus being swept along by the action of the play; for 9 in a 

drama as static as this one is, it should be noted that the only existing 

action is that within the characters themselves. This is to say that 

the action which does occur 9 with few exceptionsj takes place within the 

minds of the dramatis personae and is revealed through verbal reaction to 

one another 9 rather than through physical action. The climax is achieved 

solely through this interplay of charactero. The entire play sustains 

its elf on words alone» and it is through the written word» the signing 

of his name to a document, which is one of the few decisive physical 

actions, that the king brings about the climaxo 

In Act IV 9 Scene III» King Charles is confronted by Pym 9 who tells 

him that the trial has failed and that the two Estates concede Strafford n s 

death on the grounds set forth in the impeachment which he presents to 

the kingo 
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Pym leaves the reluctant king no recourse but to sign the Bill of 

Attainder by clearly and eloquently manipulating his speech so that the 

king is frightened into signing. 

!:zn!,o After this trialj alone, as man to man-
I might say something~ warn youj pray you 9 

save--
Mark me~ King Charles~ save--you! 
But God must do it. Yet I warn you, sir-
(With Strafford 1 s faded eyes yet full on me) 
As you would have no deeper question moved 
-=uHow long the Many must endure the One, 1 

Assure me 9 sir 9 if England give assent 
To Strafford 0s death, you will not interfere! 
Or== 

Charles. God forsakes me. I am in a net 
And cannot move. Let all be as you sayg25 

When Lady Carlisle enters at this point 9 she readily sees that some 

sort of turning point has been reached. 

Lag;z Carlisle. This Bill~ Your lip 
Whitens==you could not read one line to me 
Your voice would falter sol 

Ez:m. No recreant yet! 
The great word sent from England to my soulj 
And I arose. The end is very near. 

Lady Carlisle. I am to save him2 All have 
shrunk beside, 

0T is only I am left. Heaven will make strong 6 
The hand now as the heart. Then let both die~2 

When Strafford 0s last hope :for freedom at the king 1s hands is gone 9 

Lady Carlisle gives a momentary hope to the audience that there may be a 

way out for Strafford at the last possible moment. 

Again in his treatment of climaxj Browning has 9 as with the treatment 

of crisis 9 obscured with his never ending stiff and unnatural lines much 

of the drama which is inherent in the situation. That Strafford has 

finally been shown to have been bested and out maneuvered by Pym is an 

25Ibid. J p. 690 
26 0 

Ibid.» p. 70. 
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acceptable selection for a climax, but the selection does not determine 

the dramaturgical worth of the element of crisis. It is the treatment, 

the dramatic handling 9 the dexterity with which the playwright manipulates 

the selection which effects dramaturgicaJ. success for his climax. Browning 

has been unable to do this. Only Lady Carlisle 9 s inference that she may 

save him enables the climax to maintain its level of excitement to a 

somewhat more elevated plane than that instigated by the crisis. 

The major dramatic question treated in Strafford is the question of 

whether or not Strafford will be able to maintain his trusted position 

with the king. Previous to the time when the play takes place, Strafford 

has been all-powerful; it has been he more than the king who has directed 

the decisions affecting the monarchye Suddenly after his years of un= 

questionably faithful service 9 he finds this service» and his very 

veracity questioned. Browning has presented this situation 9 which is 

the heart of the drama 9 with more consummate dramatic craftsmanship than 

he has any of the other ten dramaturgical criteria. It may be true that 

he has sentimentalized the situation as has been noted by his contemporary 

critics 9 but in doing so he has 9 perhaps, succeeded in humanizing his 

play and bringing to it the one universal touch which it needs to gain 

at least a foothold in establishing dramatic support with its audience" 

Strafford has been superhuman 9 and heretofore 9 his power has been 

in outguessing his political enemies and in outmanuevering them by side= 

stepping the necessity to call a parliament. Now his position is no 

longer above feeling the shaking of the very throneo Straffordi obviously 9 

has brought this change of fortune upon his own head by advising the 

king to call a parliament. In so doing he has revealed his vulnera

bility and overtly his tragic flaw. An audience cannot be won on this 



kind of power alone; but by endowing Strafford with the very qualities 

which weaken him as a man and weaken the play as a drama, Browning has 

supplied a bond of empathy for the audience by which it can identify 

itself with Strafford and his problem. His new position has been pre

carious throughout the play. On all sides he is surrounded by those 

who are avowed enemies, by those, like the queen, whose loyalties are 

question~reg and by the undeniable duplicity of the kingo 
,, 

And he has 

one true friend 9 a woman 9 and perhaps at least a sympathetic admirer, 

in Hollis. 

This is a dramatic situation into which Browning has brought his 

protagonist. This existing situation has no little dramatic potential 

as a major dramatic question; yet when such ramifications as Strafford's 

mistakes in judgment» which are numerous, his loyalty to the king which 

reaches disgusting proportions 9 and his refusal to escape from the tower 

which is a complete enigma 9 are considered, the dramaturgical effective-

ness of this requirement is greatly reduced. Although these failings 

in Strafford 1 s character do not make for desired theatre, it is 

impossible not to admire his losing struggle for acceptance; and if 

this struggle is accepted by the spectator 9 then the major dramatic 

question has been undertaken in principle, with some recognizable 

dramatic success. 

If the dramaturgical requirement of a prize be included in the play» 

this must be done by stretching the underlying aspects of the major 

dramatic question to the limit. The prize in this drama could only be 

the hope of Strafford to regain his former secure political position and 

his former position of total confidence which he has enjoyed with the 

king. The miscarriage of this plan is brought about by Pym and by the 
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entire Parliament. Strafford is thwarted, too, by the king himselfo 

There is never an opportunity presented to recreate matters as they once 

were. Too many obstacles beyond the control of any of the dramatis 

personae have combined forces; there is no means of surmounting them to 

regain the prize. 
I 

Since recognition of the prize requires no greater concentration on 

the part of the audience to apprehend this dramaturgical criterion than 

must be expected in recognizing the Rresence of the nine other elements 1 

then the treatment of the prize may be considered of perhaps more value 

as theatre than those requirementsj such as~ the protagonist 9 theme, 

the major dramatic questioni the crisis and the climax, which are of 

more actual importance dramaturgically than this ninth requirement. 

Browning has made suspense and even some physical action a part of 

Act Vi which is the atnouement of the play.. This final dramaturgioal 

requirement of resolution provides an interestingly constructed con

clusion. Strafford is not just shown in a farewell ,scenel'i'rom-wlfto~ he 

is taken to the block. More falling action than this occurs 9 and it is 

a dramatic asset to the play as a whole 9 although there are major 

weaknesses present. 

Lady Carlisle 8 s plan to provide a means of escape consumes the 

first scene. In this scene with Hollis she still refuses to allow 

Strafford to learn of her love for him. 

Holliso My gentle friendj 
He should know all and love you~ but 0t is vaini 
~ Carlisle. Love? no-=too late now! Let 

him love the King! 
0T is the King 9s scheme! I have your word, 

remember! 
We'll keep the old delusion up. 27 
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One of the previously mentioned weaknesses appears in this passageo 

It is mystifyi;ng» indeed, that Lady Carlisle can still persist in giving 

credit to the king for an escape plan when the monarch has already 

signed the death warrant" There is no fathoming her line of reasoning!) 

or Browning 1s, unless the idea to be conveyed is that Lady Carlisle feels 

that Strafford will refuse any help other than that offered by the king 

al though it seems illogical that one shred of Strafford I s faith in the 

Charles would remain at this point so thoroughly has it been shaken9 

If thi.s be Browning 1 s intention 9 however 9 it is acceptable,; and perhaps 

more strongly acceptable than the reversed situation involving Lady 

Carlisle in Scene II. For when Strafford is allowed to know that help 

comes from one who has faithfully loved him 9 a more human aspect per

meates the drama at this pointo Strafford 8s fate remains the same 9 but 

he will surely die a happier man in knowing that he has been loved so 

deeplyo But tragically speaking» a change of this sort may here produce 

a greater weakness than the former approach 9 for allowing the realization 

of such a strong emotion to occur at this time is not so tragically noble 

as the restraint of ito It would be difficult 9 perhaps impossible 9 to 

ascertain which view would produce in the audience a more effective 

katharsis. Further consideration merely leads to an impasse 9 for the 

play remains as Browning intended it to beo 

The escape plan does provide some dramatic suspense as to whether 

it will be a success. And Strafford remains true to character when 

he rejects this plan in spite of all the entreaties. 

Inserted between Scene I when Lady Carlisle discusses the escape 

with Hollis and the final action of Scene II is a delightfully gentle 

scene in the tower with Strafford and his children. They sing together 
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a *'lilt" which Browning wrote as a crooning measure. It is filled with 

poetic imagery and a far deeper meaning than the children realize, for 

as they sing they are unconsciously likening their father to the boat 

which sails away in the moonlight and leaves nothing behind it but a 

memocy. 

Young William gives the following translation of the Italian: 

William. The boat 9 s in the broad moonlight 
all this while--

Verso la sera 
Di Primavera! 

And the boat shoots from underneath the moon 
Into the shadowy distance; only still 
you hear the dipping oar--

Verso la seral) 

And faint$ and fainter, and then all 9s quite goneJ 
Music and light and all 9 like a lost star.28 

The children remain unaware of the grave situation in which their 

father has been placed; and when Hollis arrives to advise Strafford that 

the king has signed his death warrant, Strafford sends the children to 

another room so that they are spared the shock of Hollis 9 message. The 

words of the song which symbolize Strafford 9s political lifel) drift 

across the conversation between Hollis and the prime minister l) being made 

the more effective through the dramatically ironic twist of the sweet 

childish voices singing~ what to them is but an innocent songo This 

small scene is handled with deftnesso Strafford does not allow the 

children to dwell upon the serious aspects of his imprisonmento 

Browning avoids the heart breaking leave taking which would ensue if 

the children were to lmow of the king's order. There is included just 



the proper amount of delicacy and affection in this scene to set it 

apart from the entire play and to make it the one memorable episodeo 
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Nowhere in the entire drama does Browning's dramatic technique come 

through more clearly than in this brief sceneQ He allows the audience 

to view Strafford for the man he is~ and this speaks in a more eloquent 

manner for the statesman than the many involved passages which all but 

obscure the admirable purposes and qualities which he possesses. 

The final scene embraces the entire casto Lady Carlisle and Hollis 

are already present with the king, and when their efforts to instigate 

Strafford 0s escape from the tower fail 9 Pym and his supporters entero 

Browning cannot accord Strafford the privilege of facing death with some 

pri vacyo He, and the audience with him~ must be subjected,, to the final 

curtain,, to the presence of these men who have brought him hereo .IU though 

this procedure was undoubtedly commonplace and followed with much regu

larity in the pastj Browning only succeeds in weakening~ dramatically,, 

the conclusion~ which of necessity requires all of the insight possible 

from the dramatist in order to bring to the audience an ending which 

should be the dramatic crystallization of clarity and satisfaction" 

But in including the entire personae 9 with the exception of the queen 9 

Browning has inflicted a final distraction upon the spectator when all 

attention should be focused upon Pym and Strafford, and not divided with 

them among a milling group of no consequence~ 

And finally 9 as though he cannot bring himself to drop the curtain 

at the dramaturgically propitious momentj Browning must prolong the 

dialogue between Strafford and Pym until they weaken themselves further 

with each succeeding line as each forgives the other for his respective 

wrongso To inflict such equivocation upon both men when in principle 9 
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as well as in effective theatre~ neither could conceivably have brought 

himself to go this far~ Browning 0s concluding action deprives Pym of the 

stature he has attained in the drama? and leaves Strafford not a shred 

of dignity. 

Strafford failed as a play even though the foremost actors of the 

day William Co Macready and Helen Fauci t strove to make it a successo 

Its inherent weaknesses which have received no little stress far over= 

shadow and outweigh Browning 0s commendable efforts to infuse drama into 

a vehicle which possesses more literary qualities than the dramatic 

requisites which are demanded by successful theatreo 

It has been stressed at length that although Strafford 1 the man, 

was historically an ideal selection as the subject for a play$ the 

established characteristics of Strafford the drama.tic hero--his ennobling: 

qualities against his tragic flaw balance each other too closely, thus 

producing a protagonist who is little more than mediocre; or to put it 

more kindly~ one who lacks the overall effectiveness which a. leading role 

should haveo Neither his decisions nor their logical development are 

attacked with the clarity which is demanded of a protagonisto Nor are 

the reasons which motivate Strafford made clear enough throughout the 

development of the drama for the audience to apprehend them through a 

clearly defined line of motivationo No protagonist such as Strafford 

Clan contribute dramaturgioal success to a dramatic vehicleo 

Also unsuccessful dramaturgically» the theme of the drama does not 

have a clearly defined path by which it can be unerringly traced from 

the opening· to the closing curtaino The consequences of politics and 

history demand clarity necessary for the very understanding of the play •. 

The exposition of the piece serves as a buttress for the entire 
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framework of Straffordo And just as flying buttress defines gothic 

architecture to the observer so does the exposition define most 

admirably the political architecture of the times as it is highlighted 

by the stained glass effects of seventeenth century historyo This third 

requirement makes for dra.maturgical effectiveness as long as the spec-

tator is able to separate it from the nonessential details which often 

over-crowd and obscure the necessary explanations for furthering the 

ploto A definite strain is placed upon the audience by Browning's 

literary verbosity 9 yet 9 in a sense 9 it serves to augment his expository 

material 9 thereby preserving much of its dramatic valueo 

The point of attack 9 in relation to the beginning and end of the 

pl~ is satisfactory enough although it too is obscured in this welter 

of dialogueo Its dramaturgical weakness lies in the fact that it is 

not initiated with any dramatic forceo If it were handled in a more 

forceful. manner, it would receive the attention and emphasis which it 

deserveso 

The major dramatic question which is posed in Strafford 9s endeavor 

to regain his former favor with the monarchy is really quite sympatheti

cally and admirably handledo However, this point like the foreshadowing 

is all an integral part of the dialogue; the major question is felt as 

much as statedo Each is effective when it is fully appreciatedo But no 

time or moment of respite is provided for the audience to ferret out the 

meaningful lines from those which are noto 

Both the crisis and the climax should attain some effectiveness in 
·~· 

a stage presentationo Browning has led up to both with just enoti.gh 

dramatic power to transmit to the audience the charged atmosphere of 
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tension created by Straffordis surrendering his sword and in the king 9s 

agonized signing of the Bill of Attainder. 

Although the handling of both of these dramaturgical requirements 

is not outstanding for it fails to reveal the dramatic genius which 

Browning reflects in the crucial points of such dramatic monologues as 

Ml, Last Duchess and Andrea ~ Sarto 9 it does atone in some measure for 

the lack of dramaturgy reflected in the development of the protagonist 9 

theme, the point of attack9 as well as the foreshadowing and the major 

dramatic question. The actuality of a prize is somewhat questionable; 

therefore 9 its weight in the composition of the whole is nebulous. But 

for the scene with Strafford 9s children 9 the resolution of the drama 

displays more weaknesses than positive qualities. The suspense furnished 

by the escape plot 9 and the momentary achievement of dramatic effect in 

the realization of love between Strafford and Lady Carlislej when the 

tragic nobility he refuses her entreaties to go 9 reflect a final attempt 

at theatreo 

Holliso 0000 Oh 9 Strafford~ 
She saves youg All her deedl this lady 0s deed! 
And is the boat in readineSSoooo 

Strafford. You love me 9 child? Ah 9 Strafford 
can be loved 

As well as Vane. I could escape then? 
Lady Carlisle. Haste! 

Advance the torches 9 Bryan! 
Strafford. I will dieo 

They call me proud& but England has no rightj 
When she· encountered me-her strength to 

mine--
To find the chosen foe a craven. Girli 
I fought her to the utterance 9 I fell 9 

I am hers now, and I will die. Beside, 
The lookers-on! Eliot is all about 
This place 9 with his most uncomplaining brow. 

Lady Carlisle. Strafford~ 
Strafford. I think if you could know how much 

I love you 9 you would be repaid 9 my friend! 



Lady Carlisle. 
Strafford. 

I stay.29 

Then for my sake! 
Even for your sweet sake 

But these noble words and the suspense which, with some dramatic 

technique, leads up to their utterance are blotted out in the final 

dialogue between Pym and Strafford. 

In positive favor of Strafford the exposition» the major dramatic 

questiong the crisis and the climax contribute with some degree of 

sucoess 9 as does tpe children's scene in the resolution 9 to the dra.ma
·'i 

turgiaal demands df the play. The remaining six element~ do not con-

tribute in any outstanding way to the drama. No amount of bolstering of 
I 

these requirements could produce a successful dramatic representation. 

With the many blurred descriptive passages incorporated into the dialogue 

in such overwhelming number, Strafford's intrinsic worth and qualifica

tions would be forever smothered, and its implicit weaknesses could 

never be ammended to produce actable drama. 

Even to actor William Macready for whom the play was written, it 

became clear that nothing could save the play but the ac:Ging. And on 

April 28 1 1837, he states in his diary the difference in the methods used 

by Browning compared to the treatment by Shakespeare of a similar subject 

for stage purposes. 

8 In all the historical plays of Shakespeare, 9 he observes, 8 the 
great poet has only introduced such events as act on the individuals 
concerned 9 and of which they are themselves a part; the persons are all 
in direct relation to each other, and the facts are present to the 
audience. But in Browning 8s play we have a long scene of passion--upon 
what? A plan destroyed, by whom or for what we know not, and a 
parliament dissolved, which merely seems to inconvenience Strafford in 
his arrangements., u 30 

29 Ibid., p. 73., 

30Thomas R. Lounsbury9 The Early Literary Career of Robert Browning, 
(New Yorkj 1911) 9 p. 500 



There could not be a more striking means of emphasizing the 

difference between two literary works than the comparison afforded by 
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the large amount of reference material devoted to Strafford in contrast 

with the negligible information available concerning Colombe 9s Birthd~yo 

This is not in any way to detract from the latter play 9 and the heaviness 

attending the former serves to promulgate the comparative success of this 

light drama which makes no pretense of being a tragedyo And its charm 

ameliorates much of Browning's over-ambitious treatment of such a 

simple themeo 

Colombe I s Birthday was dedicated in March 9 18449 to Barry Cornwall 9 

who was to take the part of Valence; and again Helen Faucit undertook a 

role in this Browning play 9 much to the pleasure of the critic so 'I'he 

play enjoyed a successful run of two weeks and was even performed in 

the United States. 

Although the time is the 1600 1 s 9 and the setting concerns two 

historical cities 9 there are no true historical facts upon which Browning 

based his dramao It is merely a product of his own creativi tyo There

fore 9 no lengthy preparatory material is necessary here 1 as it was in 

Strafford, since there is no definite relationship with the pasto All 

discussion must arise from the play itselfo 

'I'he play concerns Colombe who learns on her birthday that she is 

not the rightful heir to the Duchy of JuliersJ which she has ruled for 

exactly one yearo Valence 9 who is a representative from the neighboring 

city of Cleves 9 which is also under Colombe 1 s jurisdiction9 arrives 

during the first act to request an audience with the duchess so that he 

may advise her of the poverty striken condition of his city. The 

courtiers 9 who are present 9 reveal the arrival of a letter from Prince 
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Bertholdo It advises them that he is arriving at noon to claim the duchy 

for himselfo Their natural cupidity then comes to the forefront. Each 

of them~ Gaucelme, Clugnet 9 Maufroy and Guibert$ pi.ty Colombe 1 s position, 

but they are even more intrigued with the thought of advancing their 

loyalties to the prince. No one of them will accept the responsibility 

of delivering the unpleasant news to the duchess. Each passes the 

responsibility to the other. 

Mau.frays ooo~ Guibert 0s 
right@ 

I hope to climb a little in the world~-
I O d push my fortunes~--butr no more than 

he~ 
Could tell her on this happy day of days~ 
That~ save the nosegay in her hand, perhaps, 
There 9s nothing left to call her owno Sir 

Olugnet, 
You famish for promotion; what say you? 

Gaucelmes •• o. 0t is no trifle turns me sick 
Of court-hypocrisy at years like mine~ 
But this goes near ito Where 0s there news at 

all? 
Who 1ll have the faoe 9 for instanoe~ to affirm 
He never heard~ e 0en while we crowned the 

girl 9 

That Juliers 0 tarrure was by Salic law; 
{) 0 el 0 

~bert. LS:natohing .::!.m! Raper~ him.7 By 
your' leavei 

Your zeal transports youi 0T will not serve 
the Brinoe 

So much as you expect~ this course you 0d take. 
If she leaves quietly her palace~--well, 
But if she died upon its thresholds==noi 
He 9d have the trouble of removing hero 
ComeJ gentles 9 we 9re all==what the devil 

knows! 
YouJ Gaucelme~ won°t lose characterj beside-
You broke your father 9 s heart superiorly 
To gather his succession==never blushg 

ooooCall the Prince our 
Duke! 

There she 0s no Duchess, sheus no anything 
More than a young maid with the bluest ,13yesg 



And now, sirs, we'll not break this young 
maid's heart 

Cooly as Gaucelme could and would! No 
haste! · 

His talent's full-blown, ours but in the bud:.31 
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After filling the better part of eight columns of dialogue with observa-

tions such as these, Browning introduces Valenceo His forthrightness 

immediately impresses the assembled courtierso And they conclude after 

the following speech that he should be the one to deliver Prince Bethold's 

message to Colombeo 

Gaucelmes Ii£ VALENCi7 My worthy sir~ one 
questions You 0ve come straight 

From Cleves~ you tell uss heard you any talk 
At Cleves about our lady? 

Valencee 
Ga.ucelmeo 
Valenoe. 

knew. 

Much. 
And what? 

Her wish we.er to redress .alil:u~rongs she 

Gauoelmeo That you believed? 
Valenoeo You see me, sir! 
Gaucelme. Nor stopped 

Upon the road from Cleves to Juliers here, 
For any.!.!..!. rumors you might find afloat? 

Valenceo I had my townsmen's wrongs to busy 
me. 

Gaucelme. This is the lady's birthday, do you 
know? 

Her day of pleasure? 
Valence. ~-That the great, I know, 

For pleasure born, should still be on the watoh 
To exclude pleasure when a duty offersa 
Even as 9 £or duty born, the lowly too 
Mlicy' ever snatch a pleasure if in reachg 
Both will have plenty of their birthright 9 sir! 

Gaucelme. /Iside to GUIBERI7 Sir Guibert~ 
here 0s your man! No scruples now~ 

You 9ll never find his like! Time presses hard 
I've seen your drift and Adolph 6s too 9 this whileo 
But you oan°t keep the hour of audience back 
Much longer» and at noon the Prince arriveso 
/Pointing to VALENCE~ Entrust him with it~ 

fool no chance away!.32 

31 Scudder, PPo 231=2320 

32:rbid O ' p O 2.340 
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This suggestion is agreeable to Valence who is willing to lay the 

paper at the duchess 0 feet in order that he may be admitted to the 

audience chamber where Colombe is to be receiving. 

In Acst II Colombe and Sabyne $ her maid$ are introduced as they are 

awaiting the hour for the audiences. In this brief scene Colombe indi-

cates that she is already aware of Prince Berthold I s olaimso Evidently 

this information has been imparted to her by Sabyne who loves Adolph» 

the servant who delivered Berthold 1 s letter to the courtiers. 

The courtiers and Valence then entero As Colombe moves about 

greeting her subje~ts 9 Valence becomes moved by her beauty~ which is 

just as he remembers it from her visit to Cleves the year before. He 

finds that he has difficulty in keeping his mind on Cleve's desperate 

straitso However 9 when it is his turn to be presented to Colombe~ ha is 

able to give her a very g~aphio account of the deplorable situation 

existing there even the year before when she visited Cleveso He becomes 

so eloquent that he barely remembers the paper which he was to give to 

her. After reading Berthold 0s letter» Colombe resolves to give up her 

claim saying$ 

Duchess, ,, • ,,_ all is best for alU , , , · ,. 1 

/lfter ! ]2§,_U$eo7 Prinoe Berthold 9 who art 
Juliers 8 Duke it seems 

The King 8s choioe.9 and the Emperor 8s» and the 
Pope 8s_ 

Be mine tooi Take this People! Tell not me 
Of rescripts 9 precedents 9 authorities 9 

But take them/) from a heart that yearns to 
give! 

Find out their love,--I could not, find their 
fear/)--

I would noti find their like ==I never shall/) 
Among the floweri:d /raking off her coronet. 

Colombe of Ravensteiu 
Thanks God she is no longer Duchess here·! J:3 ·· ·· · 

33 · 
Ibido, Po 237 o 
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Valence not until this moment has realized what shocking information 

he has delivered to this lady whom he admires so greatly o Valence then 

attempts to strike Guibert for perpetrating this blow to the duchess 

through himo This brings f'.orth an explanation to Colombe from the others 

for Valenceu s part in the si tuationo When this is settled, Valence then 

entreats Colombe to reconsider her decision to give up her crown so 

readilyo He reassures her that she could counter the prince's claims 

by using the loyal men of Cleves even though the loyalty of her own 

court is questionableo Convinced of this unexpected support 9 Colombe 

says: 

Duohesso /Ifter § pauseo7 You come from Cleves: 
How many are at Cleves of such a mind? 

Valenceo /From l'!!§ papero7 _ '·We, all the manu
facturers of Cleves--' 

Duchesso Or stayj sir--lest I seem too cov
etous--

Are you my subject? such as you describe, 
A:m I to you 9 though to no other man? 

Valenceo .&Qm his paper.7-= 9Valenceg ordained 
your Advocate at Clevesu __ 

Duchesso /Replacing~ coroneto7 Then I re-
main Cleves 8 Duohess! Take you no'te, 

While Cleves but yields one subject of this stamp j 
I stand her lady till she waves me off! 
For her sake 9 all the Prince claims I withhold; 
Laugh at each menace; and~ his power defy-

ing9 . 
Return his missive with its due oontempti34 

With new oonfidenoe 9 Colombe relieves all of her unotuous courtiers 

of their titles and off'iaes of Marshall 9 Chancellor g and Chamberlain 

and confers all upon Valence~ the one man whom she feels that she can 

trusto She retires~ thusi leaving the courtiers suspended and un

decided whether or not they should give their loyalty to Bertholdo It 

is then announced that Prince Berthold has arrivedo 

34:rbid O 9 p O 2.38 • 
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In Mit III~ Berthold talks with his retainero Melcboir is his 

sole companion since the prince has quartered his entourage at Aix and 

has come on to Juliers alone. Berthold is a man of undeviating purpose 

and entertains no illusions about himself as he says to Melchior: 

Our little burgh 9 now 9 Juliers-= 0t is indeed 
One link 9 however 9 insignificant$ 
Of the great chain by which I reach my hope 9 

==A link I must secure, but otherwise 9 

You 0d wonder I esteem it worth my grasp. 
Just see what life is with its shifts and turns! 
It happens now==this very nook-=to be 
A place that once •••• Not a long while since 9 

neither== 
When I lived an ambiguous hanger-on 
Of foreign oourts 9 and bore my alaim about 9 

Disoarded by one kinsman, and the other 
A poor priest merely~--then, I say 9 this place 
Shone my ambition°s objeotj to be Duke-
Seemed then 9 what to be Emperor seems now. 
My rights were far from judged as plain and 

sure 
In those dEcy"s as of late~ I promise you: 
And 0t was my d.ey--dream~ Lady Colombe here 
Might e9en compound the matter~ pity mei 
Be struokj) say~ with my ohivalry and gra.oe 
(I was a boyl)--bestow her hand at lengthp 
And make me Duke 9 in her right if not mineo 
Here wn I~ Duke confessed~ at Juliers nowo 
Hearken8 if ever I be Emperor 9 

Remind me what I felt and. said today g 3S 

Neither does Berthold entertain any illusions regarding Colombe 0s 

spurned retainers~ who ooming upon the prince and Melchior then attempt 

to impress him by taking first his side of the question and then Colombe 0so 

He is too astute for them 9 and they only suooeed in appearing at their 

worst by comparisono When Valence and Colombe enter» Berthold then 

lea.ms from them that Valence is Colombe 9s only representativeo Berthold 

presents his claims to Valence that Colombe may peruse them and return. 

them with her decision that eveningo 

35 Ibido w Po 2390 
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In Act IV the courtiers meet again 9 and in their meddlesome way 

endeavor to plan a means by which everyone may be satisfied. They have 

assumed that Valence and Colombe are in love. They are half correct 

when Valenceu s side is analyzedo However 9 he is content with worshipping 

the lady at a distance. They reason that if Colombe and Valence were to 

marry Berthold 0s claim to the duchy would be left free 9 for she would be 

marrying beneath her and 9 therefore 9 nullifying her olaim to Juliers ¢ 

'!'hey depart in :eearClh of the prince in order to advise him of their plan. 

As they retire Valence enters 9 and having thoroughly perused Prince 

Valence. So rilu.situ.tt bei I have examined these 
With scarce a palpitating heart-=so calm 9 

Keeping her image almost wholly off~ 
Setting upon myself determined watch 9 

Repelling to the uttermost his olaimsg 
And the result is==all men would pronounce 9 

And not I 9 only 9 the result to be-= 
Berthold is heiri she has no shade of right 
To the distinction which divided us 9 

But 9 suffered to rule first 9 I know not why, 
Her rule connived at by those Kings and Popes 9 

To serve some devil 0s=purpose 9==now 0t is 
gained 9 36 

'Wha te O er it was 9 the rule expires as wello 

When Berthold enters 9 Valence advises him that the request is 

granted 9 but Berthold has now another offer to tender--one of marriage. 

He 11offers to mar.ry Oolombe 9 not because he loves he:.r 9 but as a good 

piece of policy o en37 It is almost impossible for Valence to apprehend 

this new development 9 for he has loved Colombe himself with no hope of 

winning hero Yet the thought that someone else might have her is 

inconceivableo To make matters even worse 9 he must present Bertholdus 

·36Ibid. 9 Po 2430 

'37 Brooke 9 Po 2350 
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suit to his duchesso She is not disposed to ac.oept the offero And she 

is not at all inclined to do so when she learns that the prince does not 

love hero But while Valence eloquently explains to her the differences 

between true love and Bertholdas political desire to marry her 9 Colombe 

misunderstandso Not realizing it is Valence 8s own love for her that 

forces him to speak as he does 9 she thinks that he loves anothero 

Duchess o o o o 
But why is it not love 9 sir? Answer me! 

Valenceo Because not one of Berthold 0s words 
and looks 

Had gone with love 8s presentment of a flower 
To the belovedg because bold confidence 9 

Open superiority 9 free pride== 
Love owns not 9 yet were all that Berthold 

owneds 
Because where reasoni even 9 finds no flaw 9 

Unerringly a lover 8s instinct mayo 
Duohesso You reason 9 then 9 and doubt? 
Vale:noeo I love 9 and knowo 
Duchesso You love? How strange! I never 

cast a thought 
On thatg Just see our selfishnessl You seemed 
So much my OWllooooI had no grotmd~-and 

yet, 
I never dreamed another might divide 
My power with you~ much less exceed ito.38 

Even when Valence pursues the subject and tries to reassure her~ 

she does not believe him and only attributes his fervent declarations to 

lcyaltyo After ahe dismisses him so that she mey prepare an answer to 

Bertholdas suitp Colombe expresses a desire to see Berthold againo 

In Act V when Berthold and Colombe meet in the hall for her 

decision she learns for herself that he is not marrying ,.her for love i 

that he has no interest in her personallyo 

The meddling courtiers repeat their discovery regarding Colombe 8s 

f'orfei ting the duchy to the heir next in line if she were to marry 

38 Scudder~ Po 2450 
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beneath her. Berthold sends for Valence; and Berthold 9 through Melchior, 

advises Va.lenoe that if he were to request Colombe vs hand 9 Berthold 

would not only wi t..hd!raw his suit, but Colombe would also be forced to 

accept Valenoe 0s suit. Valence» however 9 turns the offer aside in order 

to pemi t Colombe to make a choice. Colombe 9 through Berthold 8 s generosity 9 

sinoe it is her birthd~» affords Valence a request for anything he might 

wish 9 and Valence requests that Prince Berthold redress the wrongs of 

Cleves. The Prince agreeso Then Colombe orders Valence to read what 

answer she has registered on her paper: 

/Valence reads il• 
I take him~give up Juliers and the world. 
This is my Birthda;y • .39 

Berthold congratulates the two lovers. He is satisfied with gaining 

his duohy 9 and Colombe satisfied in "refusing the splendid alliance, 

leaves the oour·t a. prlvate person 9 with love and her lover. This slight 

thing is spun ou.t into· five acts by Browning 9s metaphysics of love and 

frlendshipo aa40 And it is to thie representation that the dramaturgical 

oritioism shall be applied .. 

The protagonist ,.s 9 of couraej) Colombe, since it is her deciisions 9 

that so datermin.e the action of the play. Howeverv in examining this 

initial dramaturgit:,al requirement it seems that Valence should also be 

mentioned 9 for his council and personal. feelings exert a profound 

inf1uenoe on Colombe and ultimately affect the conclusion of the drama .• 

As the heroine and cent1•al oharaoter of the play 9 she appears at first to 

be a rather weak protagonist. Perhaps this impression arises from the 

fa.ct that she is a gentle and genuinely kind woman. The French meaning 

39 Ibido ~ P• 250. 

40Brooke~ p. 235. 
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of her name is pigeon/) or doveo .It can only be assumed that Browning 

chose her name because it suited precisely the characteristics with 

which he endowed hero Her treatment of her lady=in-wai ting serves amply 

to reveal with dramatic feeling her true personality., and in dealing with 

this subordinate/) Colombe accords her the same gentle consideration 

whicih she shows to F·rinoe Bertholdo 

Duchess .. Stay, Sabyne 1 let me hasten to make 
sure 

Of one true thankers here 'With you begins 
My audience., claim you first its privilege~ 
It is my birth 0s event they celebrate: 
You need not wish me more such happy dayss 
But=ask some favor 2 Have you none to ask? 
Has Adolph none» then? this was far from least 
Of much I waited for impatientlyj 
Assure yourself! It seemed so natural 
Your gift, beside this bunch of river-bells, 
Should be the power and leave of doing good 
To you/) and greater pleasure to myselfo 
You ask my leave today to marry Adolf? 
The rest is my concerno4l. 

She has remained completely unsullied and humble during her year of 

ruleo And when she first reads Berthold 9s claim/) her gentle nature 

a.rises to meet the situation 9 and she deals with it in the only way that 

she is ableo Her first concern is for her. subjects 9 not for herself~ 
,•, 

/The Duchess reads hastily; ~ turning !Q ~ ~-
tiers=-

What have! done to you.? Your deed or mine 
Was it 9 this crowning me? I gave myself 
No more a title to your homage~ no~ 
Than churah ... flowe::rs 9 born this season~ wrote 

· the words 
In the saint 9s-book that sanctified them first. 
For suah a flowerg you plucked me; well 9 you 

erred--
Well9 gt wa.4s a. weed; remove the eye ... sore 

quickg 2 

41soudder., Po 2350 
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If Colombe were to have been left to make her own deoision9 she 

would have aooepted Berthold 0s letter, £or to oppose his claims would 

have been oompletely unthought ofo Her coronet would have been remo~ed 

~ her own hand in Act II as has been mentioned 9 and that action would 

have terminated the s:t tuationo But with 'Valenoe present and with his 

sinoere and oonvincing stand in her behalf 9 she reconsiders and resolves 

to retain her position. A passive nature suoh as she reveals must have 
'. 

··,.'.' 

di:reotion~ and she is fortunate that 9 from the outset 9 Va.1~~\."e is moti-
.• ,, 
n ,. 

va.ted b;y honorable intentionso When in the audience ohamber·after 

witnessing Colombe 0s aooepta.noe of the prinoe 0s claims 9 Valence realizes 

that he has been used shamefully by the courtiers, and he wishes to 

atone for this and makes his feelings in the matter unquestionable clear 

to the duohesru 

Valenaeo /Xdvanaing 19, GUIBERT~7 Sir Guibert, 
knight they call you-$this of mine 

Is the first step I ever set at oourt6 
You dared make me your instrument, I find.J 
For that& so sure as you and I are men~ 
We reckon to the utmost pres&ntlya 

ti O O 0 

-=I am degra.ded--you let me ad.dress& 
Out of her presenoe 9 all is plain enough 
What I shall do~-but in her presenoe 9 too 9 

Surely there 0s something proper to be doneo43 

Even in aooepting the apology wh:Loh 'ITalenoe tenders and awarding 

Valence the position of advisor to her$) there is really very little 

Colombe oould do to contest Prinoe Berthold 0s olaims to her duohyo In 

actuality her position would be most preoarioua if a stand were to be 

made with only two small oities for support against suoh formidable 

strength as Prinoe Berthold evinoeso And although the ultimate deoision 

43 Ibido, Po 237 o 
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for a course of action remains solely hers 9 Colombe remains content to 

let events take their own courseo 

Berthold affords a great contrast in comparison with Colombe and 

Valence. The latter two are idealists of introspective nature. Berthold 

ia an opportunist and a man of action. His speech is vigorous, and with 

each speech the audience is made fully aware that he has not spent his 

life 9 heretofore!) in vague daydreams. Yet each of the three is 

possessed of admirable integrity. And each .reflects•it,in his own 

manner. The dramatic treatment of these three makes for a really 

effective bit of theatre. 

Colombe ha.s already been shown in her unselfish relationship with 

her subjectso She has also made it evident that she is able to carry out 

the strength of her convictions 9 for she does not hesitate an instant in 

reli.eving her courtiers of their badge 9 s of office when she realizes 

that their loyalties are questionable. As another facet of her character, 

Browning has endowed ·the duchess with an objeotive concern for. others 

which reaches 1 ts highest lerwel in the amicable relationship she main

tains with Berthold 9 but at the same time she shows that she is not 

completely gullible and humorless as the audience might be inclined to 

believeo In the few lines that follow 9 Colombe speaks with an archness 

flavored with facetious overtones that lendsj for a moment~ a flattering 

spark of vigor and cleverness to this otherwise placid personalityo In 

referring to Berthold 1s suit, Valence and the duchess speakg 

Valenceo Duke== 
Emperor to be~ he proffers you his hand. 

Duchesso Generous and princelyi 
Valenceo He is all of thiso 
Duchesso Thanks 9 Bertholdj for my father 9 s 

sake o No hand 
Degrades me! 44 

~~~~~~~---

44 Ibid • 9 p O 245 0 
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And finallyj as if Browning were loathe to stop piling virtues 

upon her 9 he imbues her with a complete honesty which enables her to 

reproach herself to Valenoeo This occurs in the conversation previously 

treated in which, she. feels that she has taken advantage of her advisor's 

love for his unknown lady through the demands she has made upon him .. 

Valence has .also been shown to possess great personal honesty, as 

well as a wholly unselfish love for Colombeo When Berthold offers his 

suit to Colombe through Valence2J the minister presents the offer to her 

in an admirable and impersonal manner despite the dread of Colombe 9s 

acceptance which is indicated in the following speech: 

Valenceo /After~ pauseo7 The heavens and 
Earth stay just as they were; my heart 
Beats as it beat~ the truth remains the trutho 
What falls away 9 then if not faith in her? 
Was it my faith 9 that she could estimate 
Love I s value 9 and!} such faith still guiding me 9 

Dare I now test her? Or grew faith so strong 
Solely because no power of test was mine?45 

With the same fairness shown the other two Browning has not slighted 

Berthold but has given the prince an opportunity to revea.l his faults 

and his virtueso Berthold is capable of following only one course of 

action 9 that which only the dictates of his own particular conscience 

will permit$ just as Valence and Colombe pursue another oourseo Berthold 

entertains no false aonoept:l.ons of himeelfj and aooording to his oon

veration with Melohoir in Aot III~ he oan remember quite well that his 

desires were simple in the beginning as compared with the aspirations 

for which he has developed a taste more recently. His conversation with 

Valence in Aot IV is so candid as to be brusque during the discussion of 

his marriage proposal to Colombe. 
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Berthold.3 I offer her my hand. 
Valence. Your hand? 
Berthold. A Duke 0s 9 yourself say, and» at no 

far time 9 

Something here whispers me--an Emperor 0 s. 
The lady 0 s mind is nobles which induced: 
This seizure of occasiong ere my claims 
Were=settled 9 let us amicably sayg 

Valence. Your hand! 
0 0 0 0 

I am to say, you love her? 
Berthold. Say that toog 

Love has no great concernment» thinks the 
world 9 

With a Du.ke u s marriage •••• 
0 0 (I 0 

Say I have been arrested suddenly 
In my ambition°s, its rocky course, 
By this sweet flowerg I fain would gather it 
And then proceed; so say and speedily 

(> 0 0 0 

Enough 9 sirs you possess my mind, I think. 
This is my claim, the others being withdrawn, 
And to this be it that, i 0 the Hall to-nighta> 
Your lady 0s answer comes; till, when 9 farewe11; 6 .Lfu!, retires4 

Some defence of.Berthold 0s abrupt manner should be proffered, for 

he is 9 after all 9 speaking with a subordinates an emissary of sorts 9 over 

whom he has the advantage of all things material. One in this more 

elevated position does not really owe an explanation for his actions or 

decisions to aizyone, perhaps» and most assuredly not to anyone because of 

a casual association. However he is honest. He admits that a marriage 

to Colombe is not a love match and never could be 9 for he is interested 

only in an alliance 9 politically expedients which will conveniently 

afford a beautiful and intelligent wife. His frankness is surpassed only 

by his fairness in admitting these very convictions to her. 

Duchess. You love me, then? 
Berthold. Your lineage I revere, 

Honor your virtue 9 in your truth believe, 
Do homage to your intellect, and bow 



Before your peerless beautyo 
Duchesso But 9 for love 9== 
Bertholdo A f'll'l:'ther love I do not understando 

Our best course is to say these hideous truths 1 

And see them, once said 9 grow endurable~ 

Duchesso You cannot love 9 then? 
Berthold o ==Charlemagne 1 P.erhapsi 

Are you not over-curious in love-lore?47 
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And when Colombe refuses his proposal and chooses Valence with only 

his love to offer her 9 Berthold accepts the decision without rancor 9 

sayingg 

Berthold, 11:fter ~ pauseo7 Lady,~ well rewarded~ 
Sir 9 as well deserved.i 

I could not imitate==! hardly envy== 
I do admire youo All is for the besto 
Too costly a flower were this 9 I see it now 9 

To pluck and set upon my barren helm 8 
To wither--any garish plume will doo4 

'I'hus 9 as a protagonist 9 supported by Valence and Berthold 9 Colombe 

is both charming and admirableo In any other situation more serious 

than this one in which she is involved 9 her limitations would be her 

undoing., Her world has had limited scope,, and thus her own scope of 

character is limited as are those of Valence and Bertholdo These limita~ 

tions are those which Browning imposes upon all of his characterso This 

is not a play of action9 but an interplay of charactero And in giving a 

clear view of her character 9 as well as those of Valence~ Berthold$ and 

all of the retainers~ Browning just does succeed in making his pointe 

However9 even though they are sufficiently developedi these characters 

sustain a play of this comparatively short length with difficultyo 

The very ease with whioh the investigation of the first require

ment unfolds itself is a valid indication of the effectiveness with 

47Ibidow Po 2480 

48 
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which Colombe, as the protagonist~ as well as Valence and Bertholdj has 

been createdo The motivation of the two men may be seen with unmitigated 

clarity throughout the dramao Colombens line of motivation is not so 

alear 9 but this may be 9 in part 9 explained by her passive and malleable 

natureo This facet of her character is evident enough to permit an 

audience to appreciate her for the gentle person she is shown to be with

out the imposition of the frantic straining necessary in Strafford lest 

an important point be overlookedo The spectator is actually accorded 

some enjoyment and relaxation in experiencing this drama. 

This does not 9 however9 erase a certain awareness in the spectator 

that as a protagonist Colombe has not been permitted by the playwright 

to realize the specifications set forth in establishing the necessary 

requirements £or a wholly successful protagonisto 

There are no subsidiary plots working in counterpoint with the 

central theme of the pieceo This second dramaturgical requirement is 

actually a restatement of the cliahl» virtue is rewardedo Before the 

reward can take place 9 the validity of Colombe 8s claims to the Duchy 

of Juliers and Cleves against those of Prince Berthold must be decidedo 

The theme is. dramaturgically weak 9 not because virtue rewarded is trite, 

for even today it oan be refreshing to know this oan still happeno 

Perhaps if there were actually a subplot 9 rather than just the petty 

intriguing carried on by the members of the court@ the flimsiness of the 

theme could be given some dramatic bodyo Yet~ it seems diffioult to 

imagine any type of secondary action, other than 9 perhaps~ a plot 

launching an intrigue in which an attempt is made to attain the duchy 

for a third parto Action of this type would probably fit smoothly into 

the oentral themeo Viewing the theme as it is 9 however~ the audience 
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would feel the lack of a meaningful reason for its existenceo This lack 

would undoubtedly weaken its value as theatreo 

There is little left to be explained or anticipated concerning the 

general action of the drama after the first forty or fifty lines are 

exchanged among the seven oourtierso This third dramaturgical require

ment of exposition has been shown to reveal the arrival of a letter for 

Prince Berthold stating his claim to the duchy over which Colombe has 

ruled for exactly one yearo It is obvious then9 that her birthday 

anniversary will be affected by the letter. Although the exposition is 

initiated at the moment that the play is launched, it seems to require an 

unnecessary number of lines with which to inform the audience of what it 

may expect 9 and the remainder of the first act, excluding the arrival of 

Valence and the explanation of his presence9 is comprised of many more 

unnecessary lines. A group of unimportant oharacters 9 howeverll such as 

the members of the duohess 0 retinue 9 are ideal instruments through which 

the exposition may work to advise the audience of what it may expecrto 

In this par·ticular play this group of cour·t officials is delineated 

as to character with as much ca:re as Browing has devoted to his three 

principal characters. The effort on the part of the dramatist is wasted!) 

for none of these players serves any important purpose. The only real 

purpose they do serve is to carry out the exposition of the dramao It 

seems a regrettable waste of valuable energy to develop suoh minor 

cha.ra.oters as these to no avail whatsoever. 

In a playi suoh as thiss the plot may be assumed to be unfamiliar 

to the audience in generali therefore~ some exposition must be necessary. 

But too much lengthy and tedious exposition among too many unnecessary 9 

unimportant characters is a definite fault in the dramatic structure of 
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the playo The exposi'tion in the first act is extended to such length 

that it could be said to overlap into a foreshadowing of the outoomeo 

This is a serious dra.maturgical flaw, and in its being carrie~this far 9 

the exposition deprives the audiencej to a large degree~ of what little 

suspense is present; and at the same time it is left somewhat impatiently 

waiting for the development of this partially revealed line of actiono 

This is effective use of exposition 9 but it is thoroughly overshadowed 

overuse of the requiremento 

The cadence of the playj as has been previously statedj is rather 

slow at the beginni.ng 9 hence the dra.matu:rglcal point of attack is 

approached much too haltinglyo Once the point of attack is reached the 

action still continues to drag until the close of Act Io In an analysis 

of the play in its entirety the point of attack will be found to occur 

at the moment Valence is selected to present the letter to Colombeo 

However 9 to an audience viewing the play for the first time 9 there may 

still be some doubt as to when the precise moment is reached which will 

indicate to the spectator that events are finally underway and moving in 
~ 

a definite direction toward the final curtain 9 so obscured are the mean-

ingful lines among the superfluous phraseso Granted that almost without 

exception a play will move along muoh more rapidly in actual performance 

than it should for even the most imaginative and wholly receptive reader, 

this introductory passage is much too slow for audience and reader alike 

in building up to the point of a.ttaoko And this is a definite flaw in 

the dralllaturgical structure of the pla.yQ 

There is a foreshadowing of events running throughout the play" 

The initial use of this fifth dramaturgioal device is the indication of 

Valence 8s importance in the drama as found in Act Io Here he is seeking 
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an audience as a representative of the city of Cleves with the duchess 

whom he has admired since he first saw her a year agoo He obtains the 

audience under circumstances different from those which he had anticipated 

because of the cowardly attitudes of Colombevs ministerso The dialogue 
. I 

concerning this situation has been included in.the foregoing resume of 

the dramao The favorable attention and consideration showered upon 

Valence at such an early point in the play indicates that his presence 

will be a matter of consequence as the action progresseso This is an 

effective use.of this requiremento 

In Act IV the courtiers prove that their perceptive.abilities 

enable them to foretell the outcome of the play for the audienoeo They 

are already convinced that Colombe loves her new ministero This heightens 

the interest of the audienoe,i and this is good treatment as theatreo 

Maufroyo Now~ then» that we may speak--
, how spring this mine? 
Gaucelmeo Is Guibert ready for its match? He 

ooola! 
Not so friend Valence with the Duchess therei 
'Stay Valence! Are not you my better 

self? 9 

And her cheek mantled== 
Guiberto Well 9 she loves him 9 sir1 

And more 9--sinoe you will have it I grow 
ooolo--

She Os rights he o s worth i to 
Q:auoelmeo For his deeds to-day? 

Say so&49 

Again the presence of foreshadowing in the soene in Act IV is 

evidenoed to the audience in the divergent views on love held by Berthold 

and. Valence. The oompa.riaon between the two opinions oould hardlz, fail 

to be of signifiaa.noe; for in view of the sensitive woman Colombe has 

been established to bei her heart could hardly be expected to be won 'by 

49 . 
Ibido 9 pp. 242-243. 
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a man to whom love and intangible sentiments mean nothingo It is not 

difficult to perceive that Valence and Colombe have expressed a similar 

philosophy regarding this emotion 9 which actually seems to pervade the 

play and to suggest that the foreshadowing of love is the keynote of the 

entire dramao Thus there is positive evidence of the strong dramaturgical 

employment of foreshadowing. 

The crisis is constituted with Berthold 0s arrival to advance his 

claim~ The anticipation of this dramaturgical point is attained by the 

events treated in Act IIo This is brought about gradually first through 

Colombe 1 s original acceptance of the claims stated in Berthold 1s letter 9 

then of her rejecting them with Valence 9s supporto This latter step is 

shown to be brave~ perhaps» but foolish; and finally it is seen to be 

futile when the authenticity of Berthold 9s claims is made known to 

Valenceo And he acts in Colombe 8 s behalf in acceding to the prince 8 s 

claimso As it can be seen from the following dialogue 9 the crisis which 

is culminated in the marriage proposal is a blow to Valenceo 

BertholdooooYou have not been instructed 9 sure» 
To forestall my request? 

Valenceo 9T is granted, sir~ 
My heart instructs meo I have scrutinized 
Your claims. o o o 

Bertholdo Ah-=claims 9 you mean 9 at first pre-
ferred'! 

I come 9 before the hour appointed me 9 
To pray you let those claims at present restp 
In favor of a new and stronger one.. 1 

Valenoeo You shall not need a stronger: on the 
pa.rt 

0° the lady~ all you offer I accept 
Since one clear right suffices; yours is olearo 
Propose£ 

Bertholdo I offer her m:y hand. ~o 
\ Valenceo Your hand?~ 

\ 
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The remaining lines concerning this situation have been previously 

discussed in relation to the overall development of the action. The fore

going selection is sufficient ,9 however 9 to convey the impact that this 

new proposal makeso All that the audience and Valence have been led to 

expect has been the settlement of the fate of the duchyo The settle-

ment of Colombe's fate is another matter. And this proposal is presented 

with skillful dramatic force as Browning arranges that Valence be the 

one to receive the proposal firsto This is a splendid dramatic opportunity 

to set forth the diversity of character displayed in these two men 9 and 

Browning makes the most of it. Each desires Colombe; and 9 because of 

the line of thinking and limitations which have been imposed upon eachJ 

neither would ever be capable of apprehending the reasons of the other. 

In this way the man of action and the man of thought 9 although not 

developed to any great soopel> are effectively highlighted one against 

the othero As the result of this use. of theatre~ the crisis fulfills 

the dramaturgical requirements established for ito 

The climax occurs toward the end of Act V with Colombe 8s refusal to 

marry Berthold and her request to marry Valenceo For Colombe to have 

chosen Berthold would have been a complete reversal of her entire natureo 

Hence, the climax could furnish little excitement or surprise to the 

spectatoro Yet this final scene is handled with cbarm 9 and the 

realization that this man who has so wisely and lovingly served her 

without hope of reward, provides reward enough for the relinquishing of 

one duchy!) and perhaps the throne of an empresso And it provides 9 as 

welll) an adequate qualification for the seventh dramaturgical elemento 

That the major dramatic question is solved in the climax is obviously 

the ideal treatment for this pointo The question of whether Valence will 
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win Colombe is not a weighty one on the scale of great drama, but it is 

of sufficient importance to sustain a play of the light fabric which con

stitutes Colombe 9 s Birthda.y. The play~ as a whole» is not a weighty 

matter even though the dramatic question is, of necessity, important to 

the characters involved, and it is properly handled in finding itself 

resolved along with the problem posed by the climaxo Colombe rejects 

Berthold.11 and Valence 1s problem is solved. In providing these tightly 

knit and interrelated events, Browning has effected good theatre and 

has 9 at the same times fulfilled the dramaturgicaldemands of the major 

dramatic question, both 9 of whioh 9 provide a more than satisfying twist 

to the dramao 

The fact that a prize exists is a dramaturgical point in the favor 

of the playo It is almost synonymous with the major dramatic questiono 

Colombe is the prize which Valence desires but which he has little hope 

of winning because of the fact that she is a duchesso As the ruler of 

his own city of Cleves, as well as Juliers, she is therefore of nobler 

birth and higher station than he; and although she admires his council 

and judgement 9 she seems oblirlous of his love for her. Diuring their 

conversation in Act IV she remains convinced that Valence is referring 

to someone else when he says~ 

Valenceo She I love 
Suspects not such a love in meo 

Duchess. You jest. 
Valence. The lady is above me and away. 

Not only the brave form, and the bright mindy 
And the great heart 9 combine to press me low-
But all the world calls rank divides us. 51 · 

This element becomes even more dramatically effective in producing 

sustained interest when finally an antagonist in the person of Berthold 

51 
Ibid., P• 246. 



appears and offers to marry her thus assuring her of wealth and even 

higher positiono And in Act V while speaking with Melchior, Valence 

almost loses what small amount of hope he has of winning the duchesso 

Melchioro .a.You have heard 
His offer to your lady? 

Valence. Yes. 
Melchior. --Conceive 

Her joy thereat? 
Valence. I cannoto 
Melchior. No one can. 

All draws to a conclusion~ thereforeo 
Valence /Aside.7 So~ 

No after-judgement--no first thought revised-
Her first and last decisionl --mej she leaves, 
Takes him, a simple heart is flung aside, 
'I'he ermine o 8 er a heartless breast embraced o 
Oh Heaveni this mockery has been played too 

oft! :::,2 
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This appears to make his cause more hopeless than ever. But almost 

innnediately his hopes are sent soaring when Melchior 9 who having worked 

with Berthold on the suggestion of the courtiers that Colombe will be 

forced to forfeit any claim to her throne if she marries beneath her$ 

assures him that there is hopeo 

Melchior. Well.j) on th±s pbint·~· ·wha1;; but· a:h absurd 
rumor 

Arises"""'"'these~ its source--its subject 9 you! 
Your faith and loyalty misconstruingw 
They say~ your service claims the lady 9s handg 
Of coursej nor Prince nor lady can respond: 
Yet something must be saidg for, were it true 
You made such claim, the Prince would.--

Valenoe. Well~ sir,--would? 
Melohior.--Not only probably withdraw his suit, 

But, very like, the lady might be forced 
Accept your owno53 

The climax then gives Valence the prize he seeks and sweeps aside 

Berthold I s offer of marriage j as well as the dissimilarity of background 

which he considers an insurmountable difference. The inclusion of the 

52Ibid., p. 249. 
53Ibidoj pp. 249-250. 
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prize strengthens the work dramaticallyi for it adds an element of suspense 

which continues until the climax is reached. At which point there is no 

longer any doubt as to whether the prize may be attained. That these 

two dramaturgical requirements are solved simultaneously provides added 

dramatic force to the anticipation which the audience has experienced in 

creditable handling by the dramatist. 

The resolution occurs in the play immediately after the climax. In 

this final dramaturgical point there is so little falling action or 

d!nouement that the treatment of the closing lines still remains too 

closely allied with the climax. Perhaps in such a simple plot as is 

represented in Colombe 8s Birthday a lengthy resolution would greatly 

detract from the desired effect of the ending. Certainly in this drama 

there are enough superfluous introductory lines prior to the point of 

attack to compensate for the omission of an elaborate de'~uement. The 

resolution of the play is the most satisfactory and certainly the most 

pleasing kind for the viewer or reader. The entire vehicle is of such 

light weight that this resulting resolution is not sufficiently meaning= 

fulo Although there has been no promise or indication on Browning 8s 

part that the drama is intended to serve some meaningful purposei, the 

audience might well be justified in wishing that he might have applied 

his talents toward enlarging the play as a whole. Yet there are pleasing 

aspects in accepting the drama as it is. 

Colombe 1s Birthd%Y is the only one of Browning's closet dramas 

which ends happily. For the resolution to be otherwise 9 a . .wea.kening · 

of the play would result; for somehow, although a somewhat serious 

question has been posed for resolution, the audience could hardly be 

expected to think of the playus terminating in a true tragic ending. 
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There is a lyrical quality permeating the play which evokes in the 

spectator the feeling that this chance meeting must be fulfilled happilyo 

No other solution seems dramaturgically or logically acceptableo The 

treatment of this final requirement should receive no little praise for 

the handling it has receivedo 

The play tthas been represented in America as well as in England~ 

and its skillful .characteri,.s,at:Lon: of! ,Val1ence·;, Coiliombe 5;,;and:;B·e:btlidla has 

won deserved praise; 11 54 and well they should,, For the protagonist 1 her 

ministerJ and her cousin reflect the artistry with which Browning is 

capable of drawing the characters of many of his dramatic monologuesj 

as well as those in The Ring and~ Booko But as the leading character 

in this drama, Colombe only in part qualifies dramaturgically as the 

protagonisto Her characterization, however convincing and praise

worthy it may be, does not go far enougho Her lack of determination 

and inability to make decisions not only weaken her as the ruler of a 

duchy~ but also and more importantly, weaken her qualifications as a 

protagonisto Her mildness and benovelent nature do not wholly compen

sate for her inability to direct the line of action throughout the play 

without assistanceo As a result the initial dramaturgical requirement 

is not set forth with the necessary qualifications for total successo 

Only partial credit may be given for this attempt 9 but this should not 

be undervaluedo 

The theme although singular is suitable for this piece 9 and in 

view of its simplicity it is better for not embracing any subsidiary 

ideaso In spite of this it did not hold the stageo To summarize a 

contemporary~ 



the subject is too thinoooo There is but little action, or pressure of 
the characters into one anothero The intriguing courtiers are dull, 
and their talk is not knit togethero The only thing alive in them is 
their universal meannesso That meanness, it is true 9 enhances the 
magnanimity of Valence and Berthold 9 but its dead level in so man;,y 
commonplace persons lowers the dramatic interest of the piece.55 
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The way in which the exposition is handled in the play makes it the 

least satisfactory of any of the ten dramaturgical points representedo 

It devotes much more space to setting the stage and preparing the 

audience for what is to follow than it has any conceivable right to doo 

Consequently 9 the poor beginning thrusts a handicap upon Colombe 9s 

Birthday which it and its audience must struggle to overcome if the 

positive treatment of the other aspects of the play may be appreciatedo 

Little remains to be stated regarding the point of attack, the 

crisisj the climax, the major dramatic question 9 the prize and the 

resolutiono Like the theme; they suffice only for the demands made upon 

them although each has been shown, with the exception of the resolution, 

to contain effective selections of dialogue through which the character 

motivations have received excellent dramatic treatment, and each can be 

appreciated for the lesser dramatic contributions made to the whole. 

The foreshadowing is somewhat over-emphasized throughout the play. 

Browning should have employed some means of curtailing too much prepara-

tion for what is to followo If the foreshadowing were to have been 

restricted to inclusion in only Acts I and II, more suspense would have 

remained to tempt the audience. This would assuredly support a greater 

span of interest in the play as a wholeo 

The point of attack suffers greatly because of its being imbedded 

in th.e exposition. The painfully slow process by which it is approached 

55Ibid., PPo 235-236. 
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leaves its contribution as a dramaturgical element somewhat negligible as 

i:s the treatment of the foreshadowingo The exposition remains the most 

unfortunately treated of the ten elementso 

The single element which can be elevated to the position of intrinsic 

value as a dramatic contribution is that of the protagonist--in fairness 

Colombe cannot be mentioned without also placing Valence and Berthold 

beside herj and in spite of the weaknesses of the protagonist the 

characterization of the three is of lasting merit. 

In view of the basic dramaturgical. weaknessesj the effect of Colombeis 

Birthda:y on a modern audience~ even with skillful acting 9 would not be 

much more successful than that of its first performance. 

Perhaps the ultimate reason for its failure can best be stated by 

one of Browningus contemporary critics. Stopford Brooke s~s of Colombeis 

Birthday that 

Its real action takes place in the hearts of Valence and Colombe 9 not in 
the world of human life; and what takes place in their hearts is at 
times so quaintly metaphysical@ so curiously apart from the simplicities 
of human love •••• that it makes the play unfit for gublic representation 
but al.l the more interesting for private reading.5 

Mr. Brooke 9s statement become even more clearly understood when he 

adds 

but even in the quiet of our room 9 we ask why Browning put his subject 
into a form which did not fit it; why he overloaded the story of two 
souls with a host of characters who have no vital relation to its and 
having none~ are extremely wearisome? It might have been far more 
successfully done in the form of In A Balcony~ which Browning himself 
does not class as a drama. 57 - - · 

Browning has filled the three acts of A Blot in the uscutcheon with ,-;:,---
a surprising amount of intrigue and physical actiono Written in 1843 9 

56:rbid O 9 p O 236. 

57Ibido 
·. 
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this play brought about a falling-out between Browning and actor William 

Macready at whose request the work was writteno The circumstances which 

brought about the severance of their relationship and the eventual 

failure of the play~ in spite of its successful opening, have been so 

entangled in fact and fabrication that the exact details may never really 

be known. It is doubtful whether Macready did open in the play as Lord 

Tres_l:lam~ as was originally intended; but it is known that Helen Faucit 

did play the role of Mildred Tresham with great successo The knowledge 

that misunderstandings regarding the production did occur serves to. 

provide an interesting backdrop for the play as it is presented for 

investigation. 

During the 1700 1 sj the time in which the play takes place 9 all of 

the action centers either in Lord Tresbam 0s mansion or in the park 

surrounding it. In the first scene a number of Lord Tresbam 0s retainers 

are crowding around the windows of a lodge from which they can observe 

the arrival of young Henryj Earl Mertoun, who has come to ask for the 

hand of Mildred$ sister of Thorold, Earl Tresham. The running comments 

of the retainers on the appearance of Mertoun and his company as they 

arrive,and then of Lord Tresham, set the scene well for the feudal life 

found on such estates as this, a setting which makes credible an action 

which would be improbable at a later period. Its prevailing atmosphere 

is that of the waning feudal system. 

In Scene II of the first aot Lord Tresham entertains Henry Mertoun 

in the presence of the former 9s cousin Guendolen a:nd his brotheri Austin 

'l'resham~ who is Lady Guendolen 9 s betrothed. Mildred Tresham the young 

lady whose hand is being spught is not present during this interview 

which evolves smoothly and to the advantage of Earl Mertoun. The young 
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earl tells Lord Tresham that he has seen Mildred in the woods on his own 

estate when he has wandered after sttlciken game and that her beauty has 

prompted his love and his proposal, for the acceptance of which he thanks 

Tresham gallantly and sincerelyo 

Mertouno 
Firmly, near boldly, 
That gift, I have to 

Tres:p.am, 

oooThat I dare ask 
near with confidence 
thank youo Yes!iJ Lord 

. I love your sister-as you 8d have one love 
That la.dyoooOh moreg more I love her! 

Wealth, 
Rank, all the world thinks me, they 8re yours, 

you know, 1 

To hold o:f part with, at your choice--but grant 
My true self, me wi tbout a road of land 9 

A piece of gold !i) a name of 'yesterday 9 

Grant me th~t lady, and youooooDeath or 
Life?56 ; 

And in reply Lord Tresham informs Lord Mertoun of what a lovely 

bride he is winningo 

0 O O 

In a word, 
Control's not for this lady; but her wish 
To please me outstrips in its subtlety 
My power of being pleased: herself creates 
The want she means to satisfyo My heart 
Prefers your suit to her as 't were its owno 
Can I say more?59 

Ea.ch man is exceedingly impressed with the other 8s name and ancestral 

backgroundo Particmlarly to Thorold Tresham is this important; and be

cause of Lord Mertoun 8s w.ell-established lineage, there is no obstacle 

in the way of the proposal o Tresham 8 s innneasurable and almost insuff er-

able pride in family background shows early in the play to be more 

important than an::, other single object .. 

58scudder, Po 2180 

59Ibido 
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Austin and Lady Guendolen remain inobtrusi ve during this conversa

tiono Shel) particularly, is shown to be a keen observer with an exact 

sense of timing and sense of humoro She calls Austin 8s attention to 

Mertoun 8s discomfort; and the young suitor's flushed face during the 

conversation is observed by Austin. 

Guendoleno /lpart·to AUSTIN7 Why:, this is 
loving, Austin! 

Austino He 1 s so young! 
Guendoleno Young? Old enough, I thinki, to half 

surmise 
He never had obtained an entrance herej 
Were all this fear and trembling neededo 

Austino Hush! 
He reddenso 

Guendolen., Mark him1-Austin; that 8 s true love! 
Ours must begin again. ou 

After Mertoun talces his leave of the three, knowing that he will be 

informed by messengers of Mildred 8s dispositionl) Guendolen retires to 

Mildred 9 s chamber where Scene III takes placeo With much dry humor 9 

Guendolen relates the ready acceptance which Henry Mertoun has received 

from Lord Tresha.m. Mildred is shown to be gentle and withdrawn in com-

parison with the more observant and outspoken Guendoleno 

The audience is soon made aware at this point that Mildred has no 

inclination to talko She reminds Guendolen that it is midnight and 

proceeds to suggest tactfully that she would like to be aloneo Her 

cousin is oblivious of Mildred 8s anxiety to have her gone, so engrossed 

is she in commenting upon Thorold Tresham 8s great pride in his impeccable 

family tree that she is unaware of the obvious suggestions for her 

It is immediately apparent to the spectator that a very important 

element in the play is revealing its elf l) :for after placing a lamp in the 

60Ibid o II Po 2180 
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window in front of a certain purple pane of glass, Mildred begins to 

speak of Mertoun. The window opens immediately and Mertoun enters. At 

least some of his hesitancy and embarrassment in talking with Thorold 

Tresham is explained as is Mildredijs eagerness to be rid of Guendolen. 

This is a peculiar development in the play. Truej it adds an element 

of surprise» but in addition to this it should plant$ for the following 

reasons, a question in the mind of the audience as to why from either a 

dramatic or a literary standpoint this lover should conceivably be 

Mertoun» who is acceptable in every respecto 

To begin at the beginning 9 the plot itself of this play~ dealing$ 
as it doesw with modern feelings and conventions 9 is something.more than 
incredible. It outrages all conceptions of the probable, not to say the 
possibleo Events that are represented as occurring have undoubtedly 
occurred and perhaps often; but they have never occurred under the con
ditions given hereo There is absolute incongruity between the characters 
of the persons portrayed and their acts. This comes out clearly the 
moment we detach ourselves from the play considered as literature, and 
contemplate .it as a picture of human life. Take the very initial con
ceptiono Mildred 9 Lord Tresham 0s sister, a young and beautiful girl 9 

has been concerned in a criminal intrigue with the young earl of Mertouno 
They are intending to condone their guilt by marriage. At the very 
outset we have two persons depicted as possessed of the loftiest 
character and animated by the noblest feelingsj furthermore desperately 
in love with each other 9 acting in a way that could never have happened 
in real life» had they been such as they are represented to beo There 
has been and there is nothing to prevent their union. They both belong 
to the same station in lifeo No difference exists between their familieso 
There is no disparity of ageo The alliance is not only a natural one 9 

but suitable from every point of view besides that of mutual love. There 
is no reason why the hero should not from the outset have wooed the 
heroine in -ehe way of honorable marriage as he is represented as doing 
at the time the play openso61 

Browning must have had only one oonoeivable reason for combining 

such incongruity of character with action 9 and this was the simple fact 

that the rest of the play could not have been written with the intended 

ending if this situation were not createdo For the presents at least 9 
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the audience can excuse this unlikely occurrence because it does create 

an insatiable anticipation of what will develop as a result of these 

clandestine meetingso 

Before the scene oomes to a close the lovers still must encounter 

difficulty in bringing the acceptance of the proposal to a seemingly 

simple fruitiono Mildred confesses that she cannot bring herself to 

face her brother with her acceptanceo Her loss of innocence and 

maidenly virtue which have evidently never troubled her previously are 

of the utmost concern when at last an honorable solution to the affair 

is' within her graspo 

Mildredo oooI 911 not affect a grace 
That 9s gone from me-~gone once, and gone 

forever! 
Mertoun., Mildred 9 my honor is your own o V 11 

share 
Disgrace I cannot suffer by myself 
A word informs your brother I retract 
'This morning9of'fer, time will yet bring forth 
Some better wa;y of saving both of us o 

Mildredo Pll meet their faces 9 Henry! 
Mertouno When? to-moITow! 

Get done with i tX 
Mildredo Oh» Henry 9 not to-morrow! 

Next dayi I never shall prepare my words 
And looks and gestures soonera-41ow you 

must 
Despise mel 

Mertouno Mildred» break it if you choose, 
A heart the love of you uplifted--still 
.Uplifts i; through this protracted agony, 
To heaveni 02 

Henry is able to allay her worried recriminations and to placate 

her uncertainties with some of the most appealing protestations of 

love and devotion foum anywhere in Browning Os poetry o He says: 

62soudder, po 221 o 



Mertoun. oooif you 
Accorded gifts and knew not they were gifts-
If I grew mad at last with enterprise 
And must behold my beauty in her bower 
Or perish-=(! was ignorant of even 
My own desires--what then were you?) if sor-

row=-
Sin=~if the end came-=must I now renounce 
My reasonj blind myself to light 9 say truth 
Is false and lie to God and my own soul? 
Contempt were aJ.l of this~ 

Mildred. Do you believeoo• 
Or, Henry 9 ! 011 not wrong you--you believe 
That I was ignorant. I scarce grieve o1 er 
The past~ We 011 love on, you will love me 

stilU 
Mertouno Oh 9 to love less what one has injured~ 

Dove 9 

Whose pinion I have rashly hurt 9 my breast-
Shall my heart 1 s warmth not nurse thee into 

strength? 
Flower I have crushed, shall I not care for 

thee'? 
Bloom o 0er my crest, my fight-mark and device2 
Mildred 9 I love you and you love meg63 

The preceding lines contain some very eloquent and moving poetry. 
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'l'he imagery and diction add an embellishment to the dialogue which greatly 

contributes to its dramatic qualifications which are in accord with 

Aristotlean standards of tragedy. The modern audienceJ in a· play such as 

this with its feudal setting 9 should not object to such embellishments 

as these; for they are needed ramifications for a period play and could 

provide a very dramatically handled scene. With this eloquent and 

touching tributeJ Henry prepares to take leave of Mildred, but one last 

foolish decision proves the undoing of everything. He promises to return 

once more on the following night. 'l'his decision seems completely absurd 

when his proposal is already acceptable to Treshamo 

Aot II provides yet another surprise when it beaomes evident that 

the knowledge of the lover 9s trysts have been no seoret to Gerard~ Lord 

63 Ibido 9 Po 221.o 
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Tresham 8s warrener and most trusted retainero To his master the servant 

reveals, in the privacy of the library 9 that he has observed at least 

twenty times a man in a slouched hat and long foreign cloak climb the 

great yew tree and wait for the signal of the changing of a lamp from the 

red pane to the blueo When this happens 9 he then enters Mildred 1 s case-

ment by means of a line thrown from the treeo 

Thorold Tresham is understandably shocked and disbelieving even 

after hearing such damning evidenceo When Tresham wonders who might 

desire to wrong his sister 9 Gerard hastens to reveal the heartbreaking 

quandry to which he has been subjectedo His speech creates an auth-

enticity and reality in this scene that is not found to an;r greater 

extent elsewhere in the playo The account of this faithful man touches 

a universal chord in the audience and sweeps aside momentarily the in-

congruities and impossibilities inherent in the drama because he is an 

ordinary man motivated by and torn by intense loyaltyo This 9 if it were 

skillfully handled should be a very dramatic scene on the stage. 

Gerard. Oh 9 my lord,11 only once--let me this 
once 

Speak what is on my mind! .Since first I noted 
· .All this 9 I 8 ve groaned as if a fiery net 
Plucked me this way and that--fire if I turned 
to her 9 fire if I turned to you,11 and fire 
If down I flung myself and strove to die. 
The lady could not have been seven years old 
When I was trusted to conduct her safe 
Through the deer-herd to stroke the snow-white 

fawn 
I brought to eat bread from her tiny hand 
Within a month. She ever had a smile 
To greet me with-..she •••• if it could undo 
What 9s done 9 to lop each limb from off this 

trunko O O O 

All that is foolish talk~ not fit for you-
I mean~ I could not speak and bring her hurt 
For Heaven°s compellingo But when I was 

fixed 
To hold m1 peaoe 9 each morsel of your food 



Eaten beneath your roof 9 my birth-place tooj) 
Choked meo I wish I had grown mad in doubts 
What it behoved me do. This morn it seemed 
Either I must confess to you 9 or die~ 
Now it is done 9 I seem the vilest worm 
That crawls 9 to have betrayed my lady2 

Treshamo Gerard 9=-I will not say 
No word 9 no breath of this! 

Gerard. Thanksw thanks 9 my lord! (Goeso64 

Tresham 0s entire world is shaken to its foundation 9 and he sinks 
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into a chair in an endeavor to collect his thoughts and to decide upon a 

course of action. Here Guendolen finds him 9 and through her perceptive-

ness she knows something is amiss al.though Thorold attempts to convince 

her otherwise. She is intuitive enough to realize that nothing but that 

which would concern family honor could so shake his composure although 

he attempts a jest. 

Guendolen. 
What is all this? 

Tresham. 
You laugh at me. 

oooThoroldj) 
You are not welli 

Who, I? 

Guendolen. Has what I 0m fain to hope 9 

Arrived then? Does that huge tome show some 
blot 

In the Ear1°s 0scutcheon come no longer back 
Than Arthur 0s time?65 

He demands so abruptly that she send Mildred to him that she again 

remarks that only so:me blot on the 110 scutcheon" could bring him to such 

unexpected actions. As Guendolen leaves to bring Mildredj) Tresham 

advises her to wait wlth Austin in the adjoining gallery. 

When Mildred appears 9 her brother cannot bring himself to state the 

difficulty. He can only speak of his deepi unselfish love for her~ which 

is the finest of tributes to her. At last he knows that he must ask her 

64rbidc J! PPo 222-2230 

65rbid o ~ Po 2230 



the terrible question. When he does 1 Mildred remains silent. When he 

entreats her to answer him 9 she still keeps silent. Finally in desperation 

he says: 

Treshanio • o .Ah 9 if I 
Could bring myself to plainly make their charge 
Against you! Must I.I) Mildred? Silent-still? 
/Aftef ~ pause.? Is there a gallant that has 

night by night 
Admittance to your chamber? 
(/i:fter ~ paus~7 Then 9 his name~ 
Till now, I only had a thought for youg 
But now.l)~-his name! 

Mildred. Thorold, do you devise 
Fit expiation for my guilt» if fit 
There beg 8T is naught to say that 1 811 endure 
And bless you 9== 

But do not plunge me into other guilt! 
Oh 9 guilt enoughi I cannot tell his name. 

Tresham. Then judge yourselfl How should I 
act? Pronounce! 

Mildred. Oh 9 Thorold , you must never tempt me 
thusi 

To die here in this chamber by that sword 
Would seem like punishmentg oo• 

8T were easily arranged for mes but you-
What would become of you? 

Tresham. And what will now 
Become of me? rn11 hide your shame and mine 
From every eyeg the dead must heave their 

hearts 
Under the marble of our chapel-floor, 
They cannot rise and blast you.66 

Next Tresham realizes that the acceptance for the proposal which he 

sent to the Earl of Mertoun must be withdrawn in the light of his sister 8s 

secret activitieso 

But Mildred immediately insists that she will receive himo In view 

of the deep attachment which Thorold Tresha.m has shown for his sister 9 he 

would have eventaully accepted the situation as it stands if Mildred 

were to have explained her lover 1s identityo To withhold it as she now 

66 Ibid.$ P• 224. 
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does, as though she were trying to cover her first guilt by perpetrating 

a worse betrayal of honor 9 s~e brings Treshamvs wrath upon hero 

Thisl> and no wonder seems the last and crowning dishonor to Tresha.m, and 
he curses 9 as if she were a harlot» the sister whom he passionately loves. 

This is a horrible situation which Browning had no right to makeo 
The natural" thing would be for Mildred to disclose that her lover and 

· Lord Mertoun9 whom ·she was to marry 9 were one and the sa.meo There is no 
adequate reason 9 considering the ,:desperate gravity of the situation» for 
her silence; it ought to be accounted for and it is not, nor could it 
beo67 

These all ••are circumstances which shock probability and common human 

natureon68 Tresham continues his scathing attack until Mildred faints. 

He rushes out leaving Guendolen and Austin whom he had called in to 

witness the scene 9 standing dumbfounded near Mildred., 

Austin is ready to follow his brothero Guendolen has other plans 

for him 9 and with vehemence she points out to him that they should not 

f~rsake someone whom they have loved and admired and that they should 

rise to her defence just as he 9 Austin 9 defends the king 8s cause regard-

less of whether others think it right or wrong. Mildred revives .9 and 

they comfort her and assure her of their willingness to be of assistanoeo 

Guendolen sends Austin to wait in the gallery and then 9 being alone with 

Mildred 9 attempts to learn the lover 8s name. Through her own sagacity 

after brief' questioning she re.alizes that Mertoun is the one and that he 

wiil return that night. 

Guendolen.. You love him stil1 9 then? 
Mildred. My sole prop 

Against the guilt that crushes mel I say 9 

Each night ere I lie down 9 8I was so young-
I had no mother 9 and I loved him so X g 

.And then God seems indulgent 9 and I dare 
Trust him my soul in sleep .. 

67Brooke 9 Po 2340 

68Ibido 



Guendoleno How could you let us 
E1en talk to you about Lord Mertoun then? 

Mildredo There is a cloud around meo 
Guendoleno But you said 

You would receive his suit in spite of this? 
Mildredo I say there is a oloudo o o 

Guendoleno No cloud to mei 
Lord Mertoun and your lover are the same! 

0 0 oAnd if the Earl 
returns 

Tonight? 
Mildredo .Ahj Heaven he 1s losti69 

This discovery ends Act II 9 and Act III discloses Lord Tresha.m 

entering through the trees under Mildred 1s windowo He does not really 
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know why he has oome until he hears a bell tolling midnighto From his 

wanderings through his estate in his effort to think clearly 9 he finally 

arrives at this spot a few minutes ahead of Mertouno Frmn a hiding 

place among the trees Tresha.m sees the man in the cape and slouched hat 

just as he was described by Gerardo As the man prepares to ascend the 

treei Tresham restrains himo Mertoun recognizes the voice of Lord 

Tresham and knows that it will be only a matter of moments until his 

identity becomes known to the older mano When Mertoun:does throw off 

his disguise 9 'I'resham refuses to allow tJie young ea't"l to give any explana

tion only commanding him to drawo 

Mertoun still begs a hearing 9 and Tresham refuseso When he can 

avoid the duel no longer 9 Mertoun seys~ 

Mertouno 0Twixt him and me and Mildredo 
Heaven be judgeg · 

Oan I a.void this? Have your will 9 my lordg?O 

With only a few sword passes Tresha.m mortally wounds his sister0s 

lovero He is immediately overcome with :remorse for this deed whioh he 

69soudder» Po 2260 

70 
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has committed in haste., The young earl begs his forgiveness; and Tresham 

forgives him 9 asking that he too may be forgiven., As young Mertoun lies 

dying and recaJ.ling his love for Mildred. 9 the bitter realization of the 

extent of this deed finally comes over Treaham as he listens to Henry 

Mertouno 

Mertouno Ah 9 Tresham 9 that a sword-stroke and 
a drop 

Of blood or two 9 should bring all this about! 
Why 9 ° t was my very fear of you 9 my love 
Of you~(what passion like a boy 0s for one 
Like you?)==that ruined mei I dreamed of 

you== 
You 9 all aocomplished 9 courted everywhere, 
The scholar and the· gentleman., I burned 
To knit myself to you& but I was young 9 

And your surpassing reputation kept me 
So far alooflooo 

0 o 0 

&, ~ endeavors to raise himself h!!, eyes catches ]ru!. 
lampo 
Ah 9 Mildredl What will Mildred do? 

Tresham 9 her life is bound up in the life 
That 0s bleeding fast awayi 

0 0 0 

And she sits there 
.Wai ting for me! Now say you this to her-
You9 not another-=say I saw him die 
As he breathed this 9 °I love her 0-=you don 8t 

know 
What those three small words meang Say 9 lov-

ing her 
Lowers me down the bloody slope to death 
With memoriesoooo I speak to her!> not you.,, 
'Who had no pity!) will have no remorse.,, 
Perchance intend heroooo Die along with me.,, 
Dear MildrecU 8 t is so easy 9 and you O 11 ° scape 
So much unkindnessgo •• 71 

Before young Mertoun dies 9 Guendolen.,, Austini> and Gerard entero As 

they attempt to support him 9 he dies in their arms begging that they not 

take him from the sight of Mildred Os windowo When Guendolen offers to 

go to Mildred with the news.,, Tresham reminds her of his promise to 
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Henry Mertoun. He insists upon carrying out this final request despite 

Guendolen 1 s insistence that Mildred will die if he presumes to do so,, 

At the ear1 1s request they remove Mertoun°s body to Tresbam 9s own chamber, 

and he goes to Mildredo 

Tresharn finds Mildred in her chamber where she has awaited Mertoun°s 

arrival with apathy. Her brother through his strange behavior conveys to 

her the certainty that Henry Mertoun will never arrive. 

Tresham. • •• I may with a wrung heart 
Even reprove you 9 Mildred; I did mores 
Will you forgive me? 

0 0 0 

Forgive me 9 Mildredl==are you si
lent9 Sweet? 

Mildred. /Starting ~ Why does not Henry 
Mertoun come to-night? 
Are you 9 too 9 silent? 
/llashing his mantle aside 9 and pointing to his scab

bard 9 which is · empty o 
Ah 9 this speaks for youl 

You 0ve murdered Henry Mertoung Now pro-
ceed! 

What is it I must pardon? This and all? 
Well 9 I do pardon you--! think I do. 
Thorold 9 how very wretched you must bei 

Tresham. He bade me tell youoooo 
0 0 0 

Mildred. Oh 9 truei There's naught for me to 
pardong Truei 

You loose my soul of all its cares at once. 
Death makes me sure of him foreverg You 
Tell me his last words? He shall tell me themo72 

The realization that Guendolen was oorreot in predicting Mildred Os 

death is evident now to Thoroldo Mildred is exceptionally clairvoyant 

as she speaks with her brothero Her ability to repea·t to him in almost 

precise detail that horrible accident which has just transpired below her 

window while she sat there unaware of it aJ.l is extremely uncannyo She 

restates her forgiveness and dies with her arms around Tresham 1 s neoko 
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Again Guendolen and Austin arrive just after this tr~gedy has occurred. 

However j they find that Tresham in his remorse has taken poison. He dies 

imploring them to uphold the Tresham nameo 

Treshamo ••• 
Younre lord and lady now--younre Treshams; 

name 
And fame are yoursa you hold our nscutcheon 

Upo ? 
Austinj no blot on it! 3 

Without a doubt, Browning infused into this play all of the talents 

he possessed to produce a work of dramatic value. He has brought together 

the components which in the proper proportions should produce an excellent 

whole. He has outdone himself in sheer poetry; he has produced characters 

with whom he has endowed the noblest convictions; he has the germ of a 

plot which contains sufficient excitement» action 9 and intrigue to sustain 

a five act tragedy. Yet with baffling consistency he has failed to weigh 

with the accuracy which should have been dictated by his own intellect 

the proportion which ultimately makes the difference between success and 

failureo These inconsistencies will become clearly more understandable 

when viewed against the positive demands of accepted dramatrugical 

elements. 

In the discussion of the ten dramaturgical requirements the first 

point is that of the protagonisto As the protagonist Mildred Tresham 

does direct the action of the play. She is not purposeful~ nor does 

she reveal a strong line of motivation. Yet her decisions 9 or rather 

her failure to make any decisions 9 do determine the outcome of the play; 

and it is around her that the action of the play revolves. 

As with Colombe 9 Mildred, as a protagonist 9 cannot be separated 
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as an entity in herself from the other personages with whom she is closely 

associatedo For it is through these 9 Thorold 9 Henry 9 Guendolen--even 

Austin 9 and Gerard--that Mildred is made lmown to the audience as much 

as through her own actionso 

In his protagonist Brownfng has created a woman filled with 

incredible inconsistencieso Mildred is shown to be a gentle; nobly-bred 

young girlo She is revealed by all who are close to her as unbelievably 

virtuous and the epitome of young womanhoodo One by one the major 

personae in the play establish the character line in Mildred before she 

ever makes her entrance on the stageo Consequently, the audience is 

made to feel no doubt at all in the faith and respect which all accord 

Mildred and even less doubt in the fact that Mildred is even more than 

deserving if possible of all of the affectionate and deep feeling 

regarding hero 

The sincere and devoted relationship Mildred has shared with her 

brother is revealed in Thorold 0s initial conversation with Henry Mertouno 

Treshamo oooShe has never known 
A mother 0 s care; I stand for father too 
Her beauty is not strange to you 9 it seems"".""' 
You cannot know the good and tender heart 9 

Its girl 8s trust and its woman°s constancy 9 

How pure yet passionate 9 how calm yet kind 9 

How grave yet joyous, how reserved yet free 
As light where friends are--how imbued with lore 
The world most prizes, yet the simplest 9 yet 
Theooo one might lmow I talked of Mildred 

-=thus 
We brothers taJ.kt74 

Thus Mildred.Os qualities are summed up for the audienceo She is 

shown to possess purity and goodness 9 passion and oonstancy9 reserve 

and joyousnesso In spite of having no motheri> under her brother 0s 

guidance she has been imbued with these qualitieso 
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Thorold Tresham is the one forceful character in the drama. And 

sustained always by pride from the first scene to the last~ he should be 

able to create a very dynamic effect with the foregoing speech. In many 

respects Tresham is effectively cast as the typical English feudal lord. 

His utmost concern is that his sisterj like his lineage, afford him the 

utmost pride 9 for he believes her to be as flawless as the family 

escutcheono 

Mildred 0s virtues have also captivated her young suitor, so much so 

that when they are coupled with the great Tresham family background~ 

Henry Mertoun is almost incapable of speaking so fearful is he that his 

suit may be rejected 9 and then all would be lost. This feeling which 

Mildred has apparently engendered in Henry is such that he becomes almost 

inarticulate as his meeting with Lord Tresham progresses. 

Tresham. • •• Mildred 1 s hand is hers to give 
Or to refuse. 

Mertoun. But yous, you grant my suit? 
I have your word 9 if hers? 

Tresham. My best of words 
If hers encourage youo I trust it willo 
Have you seen Lady Mildred 9 by the way? 

Mertouno Ioo• I ••• our demesnes re-
members, touch; 

I have been used to wander carelessly 
After my stricken gameg •o• 

, ~ o .I have come upon 
The lady 0s wondrous beauty unawares, 
And--and thenooo• I have seen her.75 

So thbroughly has Browning established Mildred as a young woman 

incapable of any dishonorable aot that when the audience is suddenly 

confronted with her seoret meeting with Henry Mertoun 9 this knowledge is 

extremely difficult to assimilate because there has been so little indi-

cation that this complication is to occuro 
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The dramatic handling of the dialogue preceding this scene would be 

a prime necessity if the audience were to receive the inkling that these 

two have not only met before but are intimately acquaintedo The lack of 

preparation which the audience receives for Mildred 0s digression weakens 

her effectiveness as a protagonisto Once the audience is made aware that 

Mildred and Henry Mertoun have been lovers for some time 9 it can then 

view in an entirely different light Henryus manner of speech when he 

seeks her hand from Tresha.mo 

At the moment in Scene II when Henry haltingly mentions that he has 

seen the lady and knows that she is beautiful 9 the spectator would be 

naturally inclined to accept the faltering words at their face value as 

they fall from the lips of this uncomfortable young suitoro However~ 

the play moves on at a rather rapid paceo There is no opportunity for 

the audience to think over the impressions or interpretations which should 

be given dramatic stress if the underlying idea is to be effectively 

presentedo The reader may catch this 9 but the spectator is much more 

likely to view Henryus halting speech in Scene II as a normal reaction 

to being exposed to the great Lord Tresham for the first time and that 

his fumbling words are a product of his youth and inexperienceo If the 

audience had a moment to ruminate~ it would be evident after the close 

of Scene III- in Mildred 9 s bed chamber that Henry may be youthful 9 but he 

is neither faltering nor inexperienced in finding expression for his 

true feelingso 

When this revelation strikes the audience 9 it then becomes apparent 

that Henry 8 s uneasiness during his interview with Thorold Tresham would 

be much more logically explained because of the weight of his association 

with Mildred upon his conscienceo The audience also becomes aware that 
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if his suit were refused» much more would be at stake than just the re-

fusal of the hand of a young lady whom under ordinary conditions he 

would have probably not yet met. 

These various levels of interpretation in Henry 1 s speech would be 

excellent theatre and could add a masterful touch to the drama if the 

audience could have sufficient preparation and time to appreciate them. 

However there is neither. 

A similar situation arises in the following scene. In Scene IV 

prior to Henry Os entry into Mildred 8 s chamber 9 she talks with Guendolen. 

Here again is a bit of foreshadowing which produces a discordant effect 

upon the audience 1 s view of the protagonist. It is only a brief inter-

change of statements between Mildred and Guendolen, but Browning has 

supposedly inciuded it as a hint of what is to come. Again it is so 

slight that the intended implication may easily be overlooked by an 

audience viewing the drama for the first time~ although the reader might 

easily be able to grasp the deeper meaning when Guendolen says: 

Guendolen. Good night and rest to you! 
I said how gracefully his mantle lay 
Beneath the rings of his light hair? 

Mildred. Brown hair. 
Guendolen. Brown? why it is browns how could 

you know that? 
Mildred. How? did not you--Oh j Austin ° t was 

declared 76 
His hair was light 9 not brown--••• 

The audienc,e still has no tangible knowledge of Mildred Os familiarity 

with Henry Mertoun~ in faot not the slightest indication of such a situa-

tion. The above conversation contains a hint, if the audience is expecting 

one 9 but otherwise at surface value it may be interpretated as an excited 

young lady 8s reaction to a proposal 9 for she has had a chance meeting 

76 
Ibid.~ p. 220. 
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with young Mertoun in the forest as he has previously told her brothero 

Still she covers her confusion with a falsehood in saying that Austin has 

described the color of young Mertoun°s hair to hero It is true that 

there is no logical explanation for this other than what does followo 

There is obviously a connection between Mildred 9s speech and what 

follows after Guendolen 8s withdrawaL But the audience has not had 

enough preparation to appreciate fully the meaning of all of these 

innuendoeso These innuendoes are potentially good theatre, but they do 

not receive sufficient dramatic significance to balance their weight in 

the play o Therefore 9 when young Mertoun sings at Mildred Os window and 

then enters in his disguisej the audience should feel somewhat cheated 

that the pieces were all present 9 but somehow there was no opportunity 

for fitting them together while all attention was given to the playo 

Quite suddenly then Mildred and Henry assume entirely alien 

proportionso Both are suddenly everything they have not been heretoforeo 

True 9 this provides a change in pace and an element of surprise which 

is theatrically good; it provides an entirely different view of the pro

tagonist, for which the audience has had no valid hint 9 which is 

theatrically bado There has been no logical progression of aotion or 

even hints to indicate that the protagonist would ever have it in her 

nature to digress from the character which has been established for hero 

This change brings a shook to those who have known Mildred 9 and it is 

the greater because not one of them has been given any reason to suspect 

her of being anything .less than they have always known her to beo This 

does serve to make the present situation more dramatic because of the 

contrast produced., Strangely enough Browning gives Mildred no sub

stantial reason for slipping into the ill-advised liason with Henry 
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Mertouno The young lady actu~lly has no tragic flaw other than a 

generally conveyed mildness which might easily be construed as weakness 

of charac:tero The only excuse or reason that can be offered for Mildredus 

actions is that she has no mother, a fact which Tresham first points out 

to Henry Mertoun at their initial meetingo 

Treshamo What 9 s to say 
May be said brieflyo She has never know~7 
A mother 9 s care; I stand for father tooo 

The second reference to Mildred 9 s motherless state occurs in Act I 

Scene III she s~s: 

Mildredo He 0 s goneo Oh 9 ! 011 believe him every word& 
I was so young 9 I love him so 9 I had 
No mother 9 God forgot me~ and I fello78 

In Act II after Thorold confronts his sister with the information 

that he has received from Gerard 9 she restates this same phraseo 

Mildredo l==I was so youngl 
BesideJ I loved hirn 9 Thorold""""'and I had 
No mother; God forgot me& so 9 I fello79 

In the preceding scene after Austin has left the two young women 

together9 Guendolen attempts to learn from Mildred her lover 0s nameo 

JU.though Mildred will not cionfide in her 9 Guendolen is very soon aware 

that Mertoun and the nightly visitor are one and the same mano Mildred 

restates once more to Guendolen°s questioni 

Guendoleno You love him still 9 then? 
Mildre<L My sole prop 

Against the guilt that crushes me! I say~ 
Eaoh night ere I lie down~ 0! was so young-
I had no mother 9 and I loved him soi 0 

And then God seems indulgen~6 and I dare 
--~~~~~T_r_u_s_t=him my soul in sleepo 

77Ibido j Po 2J.8o 

78Ibido ~ Po 2220 

79Ibido ~ Po 2250 
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Browning evidently intended that these references to Mildredns 

motherless state serve to make her a more pitiable character. Although 

in the atmosphere in which she has been rea.reds with the stress there 

obviously has been made by her brother upon family honor and tradition 

and upon honorable livings in generals it seems that were she to have 

had a mother 0 s loving influence it could not have induced a more moral 

influence upon her than the atmosphere of her brother 9s household. 

Wrong and ill chosen though Mildred 0s course of action may be 9 it 

still does not successfully detract from the intrinsic charm and almost 

childlike innocence with which Browning has imbued her. She seems to 

be living in a dream world rather than the world of reality. And it is 

through this unreality which her spirit seems to cast over the entire 

drama that the play gains the most of its effectiveness. The feudal 

atmosphere and the utter incongruity of the chain of events are sus

tained mainly and the impossible is made acceptable by the pervasive 

sweetness of love. Through Browning 0s poetry it becomes almost 

tangible. 

It is not the purpose here to judge the morality of the situation9 

but rather the inconsistencies and incongruities which Browning has 

perpetrated upon his audience. Ob1riously ~ if the personae were no·t to 

have followed the improbable course which Browning has set out for them 9 

the play would have had a much different ending. Therefore 9 in order 

to reach the tragic climax the protagonist 9 and the entire personae~ 

must behave in a completely illogical mannero 

If Mildred were to have displayed even a small a.mount of the 

courage it must have required to carry on such a.love affair with in 

the walls of her brother 1s estate~ her lover would have been sparedo 
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When Thorold Tresham confronts her with the damning facts of the nightly 

visits to her chamber 9 she makes no at·tempt to deny her guilt 9 yet she 

absolutely refuses to reveal the name of her lovero At the same time 

she expresses her willingness to receive the Earl as her affianced 
bridegroomo Naturally her brother is horrified at the apparant intention 
to afflict an atrocious wrong upon an unsuspecting suitor, to commit an 
act which would bring dishonor upon him who suffered it and dishonor of 
a graver kind upon those who had carried it into executiono One can 
understand Mildred 0s refusal to reveal her lover 0 s name 9 if she had 
made up her mind to expiate her sin by leading henceforth a life of 
solitary contritiono But this she has not the slightest thought of 
doingo So long therefore as she purposes to persist in her determination 
to marry the man who has offered himself 9 why not reveal the actual facts 
of the situation? Why not make it known that the applicant for her hand 
and the nightly visitor to her chamber are one and the same person? It 
is not merely a natural course for her to pursue 9 in the circumstances 
it is the only one, and she resolutely refuses to pursue ito81 

Mildred not only refuses to reveal Hen:ry Mertounus identity 9 she 

also fails to undertake any action which could prevent his returning for 

his last nightly visi to This final visit in itself seems absurd in that 

the lovers are assured of a ~tioned marriage 9 yet they unthinkingly 

jeopardize their position by planning a last meetingo Mildred does 

nothing to prevent ito It is obvious to the meanest intelligence that 

this last visit will be suicidal since her brother has not been informed 

of these meetingso There is no indication whatsoever that preventing such 

an impending catastrophe ever enters the mind of Mildredo Neither does 

the result of this last meeting seem to occur to Guendoleno 

Guendolen who has repeatedly been shown to possess soundness of 

ju.dg.ement shows a consistent lack· of all of her 9 heretofore 9 perceptive 

and intuitive powers. She has through her own clear wit realized that 

Mertoun and the lover are the same per,sonii yet she appears to be completely 

laoldng the resourcefulness with whicih to devise a :mearus of warning 
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Henry Mertoun not to visit Mildred 1s chamber againo Thorold has gone 

off in order to regain control of his emotions and thought:sj) but Austin 9 

her 1over 9 would be at her disposalo However? nothing i:s done to 

prevent the disaster which is certain to comeo 

Even the young earl :should have been endowed with better judgement 

than he apparently has 9 for taking such aontinued risks should have 

sharpened his senses to the foolishness of stretching his good fortune 

to the limi to 

Basically the fault lies with Mildred 9 for as the central figure in 

this tragic situation she does not possess the strength of character nor 

a sufficiently realistic grasp of the reality of the situation to avert 

the meeting between her lover and her brother which she should know 

would resul.to Therefore,., by being the completely feminine 9 utterly 

helpless product of a feudal society 9 she is inaapable of giving her 

lover the help he needso 

Her brother 9 whose position is perhaps more understandable in the 

beginning when he is led to believe that his sister is willing to marry 

the earl in spite of having had a lover~ does no credit to his common 

sense nor to his escutcheon when.9 because of his immutable pride 9 he 

insists upon a duel with a man who ref'uses to draw against himo Again 

Tresham I s rashness might be understandable before he has had time to 

contemplate the aspects of the situation 9 but the feudal code under 

which he lives should demand that he hear the word of a titled opponent 

before striking him deado However 9 his pride will not allow him to 

accord young Mertoun this privilegeo As a result 9 the young man dies in 

the light from the la:mp whose change of signal could have averted his 

deatho 
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In this 9 at times fascinating 9 yet pecularily devised plot the 

protagonist 9 as well as the other personages included in the dra.ma» is 

forced to follow several lines of behavior which do not total success. 

There are moments when each rises above himself and shines with dra.matic 

surety above the absurd situations. But not one of the personae is a 

successful creation as a character. Mildred Tresha.m does.I) as has been 

previously mentioned, bring a believable feudal atmosphere to the dra.ma 9 

and from this climate arises the sustaining effectiveness of the play as 

a whole 9 but only in this single instance does she as a protagonist 

fulfill any meaningful requirement with reference to the position which 

she should demand as the central figure in the drama. 

Dramaturgically 9 the second requirement to be examined is the theme 

found in! Blot in the 8Scutcheon. Two conflicting ideas emerge as the 

crystallized theme of the drama. Unreserved 9 unreasoning pride and 

wrath begin the drama 9 and love and sorrow of exquisite tenderness bring 

about its end. Of the ten dramaturgical elements by which it must be 

judged The Blot in the 0Scutcheon becomes most successful and meaningful 

in the handling of theme. 

There are no subsidiary motifs included in the dra.ma . .1> and these 

central ideas completely permeate the atmosphere of the play. Pride in 

his lineage 9 pride in his family.9 pride in himself without the need of a 

secondary idea are all-important to Thorold Tresham. They are as well 

tended as an;y garden 9 and the fruit of his labors is his untarnished 

escutcheon. Yet beneath this feudal lord 8s thick veneer of pride lie 

the finely grained textures of love and kindliness. There is a fierce 

kind of pride even in the love he has for his sister 9 brotherj and oousino 

It is a genuine emotion9 but it must be sparked by the loving nature of 
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his sistero His servants admire him enough to die for him 9 and Gerard 

trusts his master so completely that he risks everything to relate the 

fatal tale of Mildred and Henry Mertoun. 

With her characteristic perspicacity Guendolen sums up Thorold 9s 

vanities and virtues for Mildred 9 but like a warning knell in the back-

ground his all=consuming pride tolls the initial theme of the drama and 

the destruction which is the result of ito 

Guendolen. Thorold(a secret) is too proud by 
halfo--= 

Nay, hear me out==with us he 0s even gentler 
Than we are with our birds. Of this great 

House 
The least retainer that euer caught his glance 
Would die for him 9 real dying-=no mere talk: 
And in the world 9 the courtj if men would cite 
The perfect spirit of honor, Thoroldus name 
Rises of its clear nature to their lips. 
But he should take men°s homage 9 trust in it 9 

And care no more about what drew it down. 
0 0 0 

He 9s proud, confess; so proud with 
brooding o 9er 

The light of his interminable line 9 

An ancestry with men all paladinsw 
And women all.00082 

Although the love of Mildred and Henry is not sanctioned by the terms 

of morality nor propriety 9 it rises above the disaster created by Thorold 9s 

pride to pervade the entire drama with its sadly sweet theme. Morally 

there could be no solution but for the lovers to dieo This Browning 

effects and in so doing he effects a reconciliation first between 

Thorold and young Mertoun as he lies dying by Treshamns sword, and 

Mildredj who loves so strongly that she is able to forgive her brother 

for slaying her lover before she too dies. Beyond this he effects a 

reconciliation between the diverse themes of the drama so that with the 

82.-"1.)cudder ~ p. 219. 
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final curtain the theme of love comes to its full flowering and can thus 

support the final motivation of the characters involved. 

The universal love of God is evoked to further strengthen this final 

inherent evidence of the healing powers of love when the young Earl as he 

dies saysg 

Mertouno ••• Die 9 Mildred g 
Leave 

Their honorable world to theml For God 
We Ure good enough 9 though the world CJ asts us 

outo83 

The exposition which comprises the third dramaturgical point is 

handled in an essentially simple and quite satisfactory manner. This 

drama with its plot unfolding rapidly in three acts requires the 

minimum amount of exposi tiono The other two plays treated are constructed 

in such a manner that a thorough understanding of their respective plots 

necessitates much more exposition than is needed or included hereo 

Browning has been most conservative in its useo In spite of the flaws 

and inconsistencies present in its plot the drama is very lightly con= 

structed. This makes :for far better theatre on the whole t,han is 

evidenced in the Strafford or Colombe Os B:l..rthdayo With events occurring 

with such rapidity so as to give the impression of their happening all 

at once 9 there is less need for exposi·tiono 

The first scene 9 which ac·tually is extremely brief 9 furnishes the 

necessary preparation as well as the mood settingo Particularily since 

this play is a period piece 9 this stress on setting is all importanto 

Browning has here treated this combination of exposition and setting 

more than adequately and in a manner which should be most satisfying to 

the audienceo 
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Within the first twenty or twenty-five lines of dialogue of Scene I 

the conversation among Gerard and six of Lord Tresham 8s retainers estab-

lishes for the audience not only what is to occur immediately but why 

the servants are all clustered near the windows of the lodgeo Browning 

has handled this introductory material dextrously 9 for in the following 

few lines spoken by one of the servants 9 Gerard 9 who is to figure 

importantly in the following act is singled out as the focus of 

attention and at the same time the necessary expository material is 

revealed for the audienceo 

2d. Retainero Now Gerard 9 out with itR 
What makes you sullen9 this of all the days 
I 8 the year? To-day that young rich bountiful 
Handsome Earl Mertoun9 whom alone they 

match 
With our Lord Tresham through the country

side9 
Is coming here in utmost bravery 
To ask our masteros sisteros hand?84 

The remaining dialogue creates for the spectator the air of excite-

ment 9 of expectancy which should accompany an occasion of such importanceo 

This should make a very lively scene on the stage with the growing antici-

pation of the servants conveyed to the audience; the climax of the scene 

coming with the arrival of Henry, Earl Mertoun with his colorful 

entourageo This is vividly described as one after another remarks upon 

various aspects of the meeting between the two titled gentlemen. If 

this were done according to the established standards of modern cinema 9 

this arrival scene of young Mertoun would be treated with indescribable 

pageantry and glittering fanfareo Browning, a century behind such 

stupendous productions 9 has handled it in the manner of the Greek 
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theatreo This method, some two thousand years old, is still unquestion-

ably effective theatre. The action 9 supposedly taking place off stage, 

is leftJ therefore 9 to the imagination of the audience as the retainers 

describe the scene which they are viewing from the windows. Much can be 

made of such a scene, and it can successfully launch the play with the 

desired mood and colorful setting as an embellishment of the exposition. 

A combination of the above three could not be more dramatically or 

interestingly served to the spectator than through the excited reports 

of various faithful servants who report the followingg 

2d Retainer. Peace 9 Cook& The Earl descends. 
==W'ell 9 Gerard, see 

The Earl atleast! Come, there 8s a proper 
man.9 

I hope! Why 9 Ralph 9 no falcon» Pole or 
Swede 9 

Has got a starrier eye. 
,Jg Retainer. His eyes are blue 

But leave my hawks alone! 
4th Retainer. So young 9 and yet 

So tall and shapely& 
5th Retainer. Here 8 s Lord Tresha.mus self! 

There now--there 1 s what a nobleman should 
bei 

He 8s older 9 graver 1 loftier, he 8s more like 
A House 0 s head! 

2d Retainer. But you O d not have a boy 
--And what 8s the Earl beside?--possess too 
That stateliness soon? 

1st Retainer. Our master takes his hand--
Richard and his white staff are on the move--
Back fall our people--(tshi--thereus Timo--

thy 
Sure to get tangled in his ribbon-ties 9 

And Peter 0s cursed rosetteus a-coming offg) 
--At last I see our lord 9s back and his friend 1 s; 
And the whole beautiful bright company 
Close around them: in they gog /Jumping down 

from the window-bench., and making for ~ 
table and~ jugs.7 Good health, long8life 

Great joy to our Lord Tresham and his HouseR 5 

85 Ibid.,, p. 217. 
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Thus the colorful use of exposition sufficiently well establishes 

this third dramaturgical device provides evidence that Browning is capable 

of producing effective theatreo 

The point of attack occurs in Scene II of Act I with Thorold 

Tresham us acceptance of Henry Mertoun us proposal of marriage for his 

sistero The exposition 9 in laying the groundwork for the point of 

attackp has enabled this point of attack to instigate the action» in 

this pla:y 9 almost immediately o Because Browning provides more physical 

action in this dramatic vehicle than is his custom 9 it moves rapidly in 

every respect in the sequence of events which bring about its conclusiono 

It sets into motion the tightly knit plot and provides unimpeded interest 

for the audience as well as praiseworthy dramatic handlingo There are 

no superfluous lines to obscure the point of attack nor is there any 

cause for the action to lag after the point of attack is passedJ and 

the drama gets underway o 

The successful handling of the point of attack is another favorable 

aspect to be considered in the examination of The Blot in the 1Scutcheono 

The dramaturgical use of foreshadowing receives prominent treatment 

in this playo Foreshadowing occurs in the first quoted lines of the 

play in which Gerard is asked why he is sullen on this most important 

dayso Again in the same scene foreshadowing is employed with reference 

to Gerardo Ironicallyi the retainers present attribute the old warrener 0 s 

lack of interest in the festive day to senility and ill healtho However 9 

the inner turmoil and heart breaking conflict to which he is being 

subjected is not understood by the audience at such an early point in the 

dramao But the seed has been sown, and if it were to be given sufficient 

emphasis upon the stage 9 the implication should not completely escape 

noticeo 
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As has been 9 heretofore 9 discussed in the dramaturgical handling of 

the protagonist 9 foreshadowing has been included in the halting speech 

of the young earl during his meeting with Lord 'I'resham o The interpreta-

tion is left to the audience at this point; and the full meaning of his 

hesitation may not in all probability become apparent» until his pre-

arranged meeting with Lady Mildred in her chamber. 

The continued references throughout the first act to family honor 

and how infinitely such honor is esteemed by Thorold is a strong indica-

tion that it will have no little bearing upon the entire drama and 

doubtlessly determine its outcome. 

Scene III of Act I is rich in foreshadowing. By the time this 

point in the play is reached 9 the audience can begin to appreciate fully 

the various innuendoes indicated by the use of foreshadowing. 

The most ironic of these is Guendolen 8s witty and perceptive 

summing up of the major flaws in the two brothers and herself. Little 

does she realize that these very flaws which she accurately pin points 

in a humorous attempt to lift Mildred 9s spirits are the very faults all 

of which contribute in varying degrees to the ultimate tragic outcome of 

the play. 

Guendolen. Thereffe thereg 
Do I not comprehend you 9d be alone 
To throw those testimonies in a heap 9 

Thorold 9s enlargingsJ Austinns brevities 9 

With that poor silly heartless Guendolenns 
Ill=timed misplaced attempted smartnesses-
And sift their sense out? ••• 86 

It can be seen that Thorold Os •1enlargings, tt from the distorted 

importance he has placed upon his family escutcheon and the distorted 
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idea that he is ready to accept concerning his beloved sister, through 

his own enlarged proportions of rashness and pride 9 bring a greater blot 

to the family escutcheon than his sister has done. 

Austin 1s "brevities" are obvious. His entire contribution to the 

play is an abbreviated one, but, specifically» if his inclination toward 

brevities in speech, actions, and even thoughts were not so strong, he 

might have been able to have warned either Mildred or Henry or to have 

encouraged his brother to more rational thinking and have .thus averted 

the tragedy o 

Guendolen is more guilty than her lover, Austin» for she has from 

the first been established as a strong charactero Consequently, her 

attempted 11smartnesses 11 were never more 11ill-timed tt and ttmisplaced 11 

than when after realizing Henry Mertoun 1s identity she does nothing to 

save him from Thorold 8s vengeance. She truly behaves in a 11poor11 and 

11silly" manner j and sadly enough this makes her exactly what she says 

she is--*'heartless0 Guendoleno 

Finally through her own intuition Mildred phrases a statement of 

foreshadowing of what the outcome of the drama is to beo 

Mildredo Mildred and Mertoun! Mildred, with consent 
Of all the world and Thorold, Mertoun 8 s bride! 
Too late! 1T is sweet to think of, sweeter 

still 
To hope for, that this blessed end soothes up 
The curse of the beginning; but I know 
It comes too lateg 8t will sweetest be of all 
To dream my soul away and die upon. 87 

As for.eshadowing is employed in this drama it attains the desired 

effect in just the proper degreeo Browning has integrated it into the 

play with skill, and in so doing he has created in the audience a 
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genuine interest and anticipation for what is to follow without giving 

too much away or in overworking the point until it is dramaturgically 

worthless. As it is used here 9 it produces an excellent contribution 

to the dramatic vehicle as a wholeo 

The dramaturgical requirement of a crisis is that it effect a 

further elevation of the level of anticipation and an imperceptible 

sharpening of interest in the audience as each crisis is reachedo This 

sixth dramaturgical point is evidenced in a series of crises in the 

Blot ;!,n the 8Scutcheono Four separate crises occur within the short 

time interval treated in the second act. The combination of these four 
• 

makes for a dynamic effect so tightly do they draw the action together 

and so effectively do they establish a clearly defined building up of 

tragic anticipation. 

In Act II ·the initial crisis occurs with the meeting of Gerard 

with Thorold Treshamo With the following lines of the old warrener 9 

Thorold receives the stunning information concerning his sister. 

Gerard. At least 
A month==each midnight has8~ome man access 
To Lady Mildred 8 s chamber. 

As this scene progresses the interest of the audience is heightened 9 

as well as its level of anticipation. And when Thorold confronts 

Mildred with the information which she will not deny 9 the second crisis 

is reached with her refusing to reveal the identity of her lover. The 

interest of the audience is again elevated and a feeling of dread coupled 

with that of anticipation is brought about with the following lineso 

Mildred. Thoroldj do you devise 
Fit expiation for my guiltJ if fit 

88Ibid. )) p. 222. 



There be! 9T is naught to say that I 011 endure 
And bless you 9-that my spirit yearns to purge 
Her stains off in the fierce renewing fire: 
But do not plunge me into other guilt! 89 
Oh 9 guilt enough! I cannot tell his name. 
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The tensene~fs of the situation has almost reached its peak when the 

th~rd crisis is1brought about as Mildred states that she will accept 
.. .;;..ll 

Henry Mertoun 1 s proposalo 

Mtldred. But, Thorold--if 
I will receive him as I said? 

:AJesham. The Earl? 
·1dred. I will receive him. 90 

The fourthiand last critical point p~ceding the climax does not 
y 

have the explosive intensity which this foregoing crisis has produced 9 

,\ 

but it does se:r-te to suggest a turning point to the audience when 
j 

Guendolen discoyers for herself that Henry Mertoun is Mildred's lover. 

G1tendolen. But you said 
You would receive his suit in spite of this? 

Mildred. I SB¥ there is a cloud ••• 
Guendolen. No cloud to me! 

Lord Mertoun and your lover are the samei 91 

Now that Guendolen has realized this identity, and made it clear 

that she is aware of it, the audience should not be wrong in expecting 

this to be a turning point$ and that this crisis should produce some 

intervention by Guendolen or 9 perhaps, Austin» in the plans which 

Mildred and Henry have made to meet once more. The closing lines in 

Act II indicate that Guendolen must have this plan in mind. 

Austin. Thorold 9 s gone. 
I know not how, across the meadow-land. 
I watched him till I lost him in the skirts 
o0 the beech-wood. 

/ 
89 Ibid., P6 224. 
90 

Ibid., P• 226. 
91 " Ibid., p~ 226. 
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Guendoleno 
Mildred. 

Gone? All thwarts us. 
Thorold too? 

Guendolen. I have thoughto First lead this Mil-
dred to her room. 

Go on the other side; and then we'll seek 
Your brothers and I 111 tell you, by the way$ 
The greatest comfort in the world. You said 
There was a clue to allo Remember, Sweet, 92 
He said there was a clue! I hold it. Come! 

From this final speech 9 the audience could with certainty be led to 

believe that whatever tragic outcome had been in the offing might now be 

averted. However$ this is not the case 9 and there is no explanation 

anywhere in the final act which in anyway clarifies these last remarks. 

They were evidently inserted in order to make the final act the more 

tragic because no intervention occurs. But they very definitely weaken 

the play 9 for no lines as meaningful as these should be included in any 

drama unless some logical development should result from them. 

In Act II the climax toward which the crises have been building is 

approached when Thorold Tresham apprehends the mysterious lover under 

the yew tree and learns that he is Henry Mertouno This criterion finally 

attains its highest emotional peak when Henry dies as the result of the 

duel in which he refuses to draw against Thoroldo There has been a 

sufficient building up throughout the drama to this point so that the 

desired emotional pitch should find sympathetic rapport with the audience, 

and it is through Browning's poetic genius that this effect is truly 

completed. As can be attested by the lines from this scene which have 

been previously quoted 9 there are lines of great beauty in this final 

scene 9 which despite the unwise actions of which they are the result 9 

touch a chord of universal response in the audience. For 

92rbid., p. 226. 
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sorrow and love and the joy of death are woven together in beautyo If 
we must go through the previous acts to get to this, we forgive, for its 
sake, their wrongness. It has turns of love made exquisitely fair by 
inevitable death 1 unfathomable depths of feeling. We touch in these 
last scenes the sacred love beyond the world in which forgiveness is 
forgotton.93 

In the foregoing action and through that emotional peak which is reached 

in the drama 9 the climax fulfills the dramaturgical requirements. 

The major dramatic question of ~ Blot in the uscutcheon is a 

problem of sufficient importance to justify its dramaturgical require-

mentso That Henry Mertoun may win the approval of Thorold Tresham to 

marry Mildred in order that their illicit love affair may be a legal 

marriage without anyone 1 s being the wiser is the major dramatic question. 

This is a serious subject which amply justifies its selectiono There 

are innUlllerable possibilities which could have been pursued for its 

final solutiono The path which Browning chooses for his protagonist 

and the other personages involved leads not to a gratifying solution 

of the question 9 but to a tragic conclusion. The dramatic question 

creates the desired dramatic response in the audience as it builds up 

through the series of crises to its culmination in the climax. As a 

selection for the major dramatic question the tragic love affair of 

Henry Mertoun and Mildred Tresham is effectively carried out as a 

dramaturgical requiremente 

The prize which is included in the drama is the question of Thorold 

Tresham 9 s acceptance of Henry Mertoun 9 s suit for Mildred 1 s hand. Ironi-

oally enough the winning of the prize appears to be no problem at allo 

Tresham is willing to accept the proposal. The real dramaturgical 

effectiveness of the incl us.ion of a prize in the drama is that the 

9'13rooke, (1902), p. 235. 
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antagonist is ultimately Tresham himself. Lest any blot be evidenced 

upon his prized escutcheon he perpetrates a far worse crime against his 

family honor by killing the young man who would actually have been the 

only one who could have removed the blot caused by Mildred in carrying 
'·l 

on her love afflir. This ironical twist in the circumstances concerning 
11 

the prize makes its dramaturgical treatment exceptionaL 

The final dramaturgical requirement for the play is that of resolu-

tiono It becomes evident that Browning has treated this final point in 

much the same manner as it was treated in Colombe 1 s Birthday. Browning 

has drawn the drama to its conclusion with such rapidity thatJ once the 

climax has resulted from the series of spiraling crises of which it is 

the logical outgrowth, the resolution is completed almost before its 

presence has been ascertained. 

The death of Henry Mertoun is 9 of course~ the climax. The remaining 

action constitutes the dtnouement, however, it is so closely allied with 

the antecedent action of the climax that the high level of excitement 

and interest which has been evoked in the audience really slackens very 

little with the resolution of the play. The lessening of the tension 

following the climax is almost imperceptibleJ but it can be felt since 

the final result which is the death of Mildred and the suicide of Thorold 

has been strongly enough hinted at that the audience must anticipate 

that the demise of both will occur in some manner. 

The resolution is a sound dramaturgical achievement within the con-

fines of this play. It is the end result which the dramatist has set out 

to achieve. Browning has carefully arranged the entire drama in order 

that this outcome will be the result of the preceding action. He has 

even achieved effective katharsis in the death of Mildred and Henry, for 
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there is a kind of universal satisfaction evoked in the audience by their 

union in deatho The treatment of Thorold expiates in sufficient measure 

the wrong he has perpetrated upon his family and upon his escutcheon. 

The resolution is without doubt effective theatre. For the action 

combined with Browning 1s poetic technique is an effective combination for 

a period drama such as this one is. Upon this contribution alone the 

resolution could be termed a success dramaturgically. But unfortunately 

more must be considered requisite of the ultimate success of this require-

ment than stimulating action and moving lyricism 1 however dynamic and 

effective they may be as theatre. 

••A resolution may fail because some preparatory step in the play 

structure (and in the stage production) has been fumbledj so that the 

motivation is less convincingl4and in The Blot in ~ 1Scutcheon the 

statement is unfortunately true not only in regard to the resolution but 

also in regard to the nine remaining dramaturgical elements. 

In the critical application of each of these ten points care has 

been employed in that each has been viewed as objectively as possible. 

There has been no attempt to place its value with reference to the 

overall effect of the play. It would be impossible to judge the merits 

of the work if this procedure were not to have been followed. 

There have been references made to the incongruities which are 

inherent in the fabric of the drama; but in order to judge first the 

admirable qualities which are also present, there has been no specific 

stress made upon these major flaws until this point. 

The necessities of the drama at times exactj or at any rate permit~ 
the neglect of probability in the conduct of the characters. Still they 

94John Gassner and Philip Barber, Producing the~ (New York 9 

195.3), Po 19. 
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do not require unhesitating and persistent defiance of it. Yet such is 
the course unflinchingly followed in this playo The possibility of the 
existence of the condition of things described in it at its opening puts 
of itself a sufficiently severe strain upon belief, or rather upon 
credulity 9 without the further persistent demands made upon it during the 
course of actiono95 

It is this glaring flaw which casts its shadow over the entire play 

and which shall prevent it always from emerging into the bright light of 

success. The characters are portrayed powerfully at timesj and the 

action is exciting; but the situations, which sensible actions upon the 

part any one of the characters could have so easily reversed so that no 

tragedy resulted 9 are absurd. It surpasses all understanding of how 

Browning could fail to see what such inconsistencies could do to a play, 

which possesses such promising possibilities and which surely could have 

been treated differently and with sufficient logic to make it a success. 

In view of only their merits these dramaturgical points with the 

exception of the protagonist stand out far beyond those achieved by 

Browning in the two previous plays. But in each instance a curious 

paradox occurs when these same merits are balanced against these flaws. 

Hence these requirements which are dramaturgically successful are 

blotted out in importance by the very situations which have given rise 

to them. 
.,. 

When absurd demands are placed upon people, whether in real life or 

personae in a drama, their resulting behavior can neither be predicted 

nor always commended. In the situation existing in The~ in the 

'Scutcheon Mildred as the protagonist and the other characters involved 

must behave according to the dictates of the dramatist; therefore 9 the 

opportunities p~esented in which their behavior can be either normal or 

95. Lounsbury 9 p. 145. 
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admirable are f~We Consequently 9 Mildred can only be weak and permissive 

because it suits the playwright n s planso She does rise above these 

restrictions in her final speech to Thorold, when she says: 

Mildred. As I dare approach that Heaven 
Which has not bade a living thing despairj 
Which needs no code to keep its grace from 

stain 9 

But bids the vilest worm that turns on it 
Desist and be forgiveni--I--forgive notj 
But bless you 9 'I'horold, from mv soul of souls! 

/Falls g_g his ~. 
The~e! Do not think too much upon the pastl 
The cloud that 0s broke was all the same a cloud 
While it stood up between my friend and you; 
You hurt him 0neath its shadowi but is that 
So past retrieve? I have his heart» you know, 
I may dispose of it: I give it you~ 
It loves you as mine lovesi Confirm me, 96 

Henry g /Dies. 

This speech alone~ however beautiful and inspired, cannot suffice to 

elevate the protagonist to the effective position in the drama which the 

foremost character is expected to fill. 

The treatment of theme is a successful creation. Its dual aspect of 

pride and love are entirely suitable for feudal lifeo It withstands 

better than any of the other remaining dramaturgical elements the adverse 

pressure of the play 1 s faulty ploto 

Although its colorful descriptive passages begin the playy the 

exposition is at the mercy of Browning 0 s illogical plot. It is 9 of 

necessity, the means by which this unfortunate love affair first comes 

to lighto It is successfully handled in revealing the necessary unfolding 

of the plot; but it defeats its own purpose in preparing and making the 

audience aware that!) in addition to their being entangled in an inex-

plicable love affair» neither of these unfortunate young people nor 
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those aware of their plight are able to act in a sensible or logical way 

in order to avert the death of both. It then cannot be given the credit 

it would ordinarily deserve. 

The point of attack does not suffer appreciably from Bro'W!ling 8s 

illogical plot" It is true that it focuses for the audience the 

direction of the action and thus initiates the movement of this plan of 

actionJ but the fact remains that a successful treatment of this fourth 

requirement should not be overlookedo 

Foreshadowing suffers perhaps more at Browning 0s pen than does his 

exposition. It brings to light the inconsistencies of plot with unmiti= 

gated accuracy. With each hint of what is to come 9 comes the awareness 

in the spectator that a slight change of plan could avert the impendihg 

tragedy. In all probability the audience has longed to cry out a warning 

to Henry Mertoun after watching the inertia of those who could save him. 

Yet 9 when no help comes for Henry Mertoun 9 this fifth element has sealed 

its own doom as surely as it has foretold Henry 1 s. Once more the flaw 

outweighs the merit. 

The crises and the climax» as the sixth and seventh requirementsJ 

carry the audience admirably from one level of anticipation to another 

of higher intensity until the final emotional peak if the drama is 

attained. This is undeniably good theatre» but it is in the same 

instant undeniably poor logic which brings about the dramatic result. 

It is insulting to the intelligence of the audience or reader to expect 

this frustrating lack of logical actions to furnish such complete 

entertainment that the play would be accepted upon its merits without 

question of such a gross flaw. Where Browning has succeeded admirablyJ 

it may be seen that he has failed abysmally. 
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As the eighth requirement the major dramatic question is affected 

indirectly by the affair of Henry and Mildred which has been going on 

before the question of their marriage is ever put before Thorold Treshamo 

The very obvious puzzle of why they had not attempted to marry after 

realizing they were in love, which has been previously suggested 9 under-

mines the dramatic value of the question. Although it stands the drama-

turgical test from the standpoint of being a sufficient foundation upon 

which to build a play 9 it is undermined, at the outset 9 by the fact that 

there is no apparent reason for this illicit liaison of two noble persons 

of mutually acceptable background. In this light the major dramatic 

question is not such a credit to the dramatist and his play as it should 

be .. 

No criticism can be offered of the ninth requirement. Dramaturgi-

cally the handling of the prize is praiseworthy. It suffers no apparent 

damage as a result of faulty plot. The fact that Thorold condones the 

marriage yet becomes the antagonist who opposes it reflects commendable 

use of dramatic irony. 

The resolution 9 which culminates in the genuine intensity and feeling 

which Browning imparts to his poetry 9 brings to an end the pathetic mis-

understandings which have been revealed in some true dramatic interactions. 

Yet in spite of the katharsis and universality which are recognized as 

being a part of the r esolution 9 the drama ends upon a note which could 

very possibly leave a dissatisfied audience. This feeling is best 

conveyed by a contemporary critic of the drama who says "the resolution 

of the climax that arises in the play should be an inevitable outcome 

of the expectations created up to this pointon97 There does not seem to 

97 . 
Gassner and Barber, p. 17. 
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be sufficient justification of the actions of the characters in the play 

to engender in the audience a completely satisfied feeling that the reso

lution should truly be the inevitable outcome of all of the foregoing. 

actiono The illogical plot is obviously responsible for this feeling, 

and this same lack of logic creates an impasse which even ten commendably 

devised dramaturgical elements cannot surmount. Unfortunately the 

opinion of Stopford Brooke some fifty years ago in regard to this very 

point is still irrevocably trueo 

It might well be represented on the stage as a literary drama before 
those who had already read itj and who would listen to it for its passion 
and poetry; but its ill-construction and the unnaturalness of its 
situat~§ns will alw~s prevent, and justly, its public success as a 
drama. 

98 Brooke» Po 2.320 



CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSION 

This investigation of three of Robert Browning 8s closet dramas in 

the light of new dramatic techniques has produced but one conclusion: 

that of reaffirming the statements and opinions of earlier cr1 tics who 

summed up the failure of Strafford, Colombe 8 s Birthday, and ! Blot in ~ 

'Scutcheon. Browning 9s £our remaining dramas King Victor~ King 

Charles, The Return of~ Druses, Luria., and! Soul's Tragedy resulted 

in failure., as wello They suffer from the same mishandling of dramatic 

technique that the three plays examined have been shown to do through 

dramaturgical analysis. 

It has been shown that the modern methods of dramaturgy, when they 

are applied in a thorough analysis of the protagonist, the theme, 

exposition, the point of attack, foreshadowing, crisis, climax, the 

major dramatic question., the prize, and resolution, have merely proved 

more conclusively that 

it is no marvel therefore that Browning's plays did not succeed. They 
are o~en hard to follow in the closet; on the stage it is impossible to 
follow them. The truth is that his forte did not lie at all in the 
dramao It is in dramatic monologue alone that he achieved success. In 
that he has no superior in our literature,; we may almost say he has no 
equal. But the dramatic monologue is only allied to the drama; it is 
not the drama itself.l 

Browning e:xcells in the static drama of his dramatic monologues, 

where a man° s soul and inner thoughts may be revealed without the need 

l 
Lounsbury j pp. 64-65. 
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of physical actiono 

But action is a cardinal distinction of the drama proper: it is essential 
to its very existenceo Herein Browning failed completely •• , •• o His plays 
therefore are to be read and studied; they are not to be witnessedo Not 
one of them complies with the canons of effective stage representation.2 

These statements only serve to reaffirm the following statements regarding 

the results of this investigationo 

Filled as they are with positive dramaturgyj wherein flashes of 

brilliant and dynamic dialogue and interaction occur and wherein original 

approaches to plot can be appreciated, these plays could not as they 

stand be revived as successful theater today. Tho1:1e dramaturgical 

requirements which are presented with positive treatment, contributing 

toward recognizable dramaturgical excellencej are negated by the unsatis-

factory handling of the requirements which Browning failed to observe. 

In StraffordJ his dramatic treatment of the ten requirements, save 

possibly his expositionj from a historical standpoint 9 and the childrenns 

scene in the resolution is so blurred as to be ineffectualo The exposition 

is cluttered to the point of obscurity in many placesJ but it is the 

only means by which the historical and political aspects of the play can 

be located in relation to the remaining requirements. The only truly 

successful portion of the drama which enjoys competent dramatic treat-

ment is that scene in the resolution involving Strafford and his children. 

The symbolism and dramatic irony of the little songj as well as its 

lyrical quality 9 and the gentle, unaffected sweetness of the scene 

contribute through Browning 1 s dramatic power to a valuable dramaturgical 

asset. 

However. 9 two requirements cannot compensate for the inconsistencies 
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revealed in the protagonist and the lack of clarity in the theme. The 

lack of clarity, of conciseness, and the lack of the brilliant pinpointing 

of a desired effect which is so representative in Browning 8s other works 

serve to mar the treatment of the foreshadowing, the crisis and climax, 

the point of attackj the major dramatic question and the prizeo If 

obscurity and lack of consideration for the demands of the audience were 

to have been the requisite for successful dramaturgy, Browning could 

surely have qualified with Strafford. 

In his treatment of Colombe 8s Birthday~ Browning has shown definite 

improvement over Straffordo However, this second drama shows, despite 

Browningns improved handling of some dramaturgical aspects, that the 

ineffectual treatment of the majority of the established criteria has 

definitely contributed to its failure as theater. Only the creation of 

Colombe as the protagonist, and in Valence and Berthold 1 has the 

dramatist at least, in part, achieved. a dramaturgical element of intrinsic 

worth. Even in this creation of the three major personae 1 Browning has 

not achieved perfection. His protagonist is far too weak to carry the 

drama to its close alone without the assistance of Valence and the 

helpful maneuvering of Berthold. Colombe 8s character does furnish for 

the audience delight in her gentleness and sincerity, and this~ in part~ 

compensates for her definite weakness in failing to sustain the action 

of the playo 

Although his treatment of the protagonist is not wholly successful 

dramaturgically, it does constitute the most successfully developed 

element of dramaturgy. The resolution is not a particularly noteworthy 

achievement~ but it does satisfy the dramaturgical demands set forth for 

its fulfillmento It is handled, however 9 as befitting the play; and 
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consequently, it cannot be wholly ignored. 

The remaining eight elements form a blurred wall through which the 

successful contributions may hardly be seen. As has been stated, hereto

fore9 the subject of the theme is too thin, and there is little under

standable reason for sustaining this theme to those proportionse 

The exposition is too lengthy and tiresome to merit praisee The 

point of attack.11 which is all but obscured in the exposition~ is neither 

clear nor effectively enough stated to warrant praiseo The crisis and 

climax,, which do manage to maintain some suspense for the audience; 

receive adequate but not spectacular treatmento The foreshadowing is 

somewhat over emphasized and does tend to interfere with the element of 

suspense which is the sustaining factor in the play o The major dramatic 

question and the prize suffice for the demands made upon them by the 

dramatist, but they in no way contribute appreciably to the vehicleo 

As with Strafford the overall effect of Colombe 1 s Birthday is that 

it is continually blurred by these elements which are never sufficiently 

refined so as to bring the play as a whole into sharp focus. With only 

the protagonist and the resolution as acceptable dramaturgy, the audience 

could not be expected to hunt hopelessly for the other eight requirementso 

The Blot i:.,B ~ 1Scutcheon has suffered more from Browning 9s in

congruity of plot and generally illogical treatment than have the other 

plays; yet, at the same time 9 it seems to present that seed, which if 

it were properly developed 9 could give rise to an actable drama. As it 

stands it is as much a failure today as it was fifty years ago when "its 

ill construction and the unnaturalness of its situations will always 

prevent ll and justly 9 its public success as a dramao tt 3 

3.srooke ll p. 2.32. 
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The favorable aspects which reveal some positive dramaturgiaal 

treatment are revealed in the theme; they are interestingly handled in 

the crisis and climax which in turn convey some element of suspense and, 

hence, more dramaturgy into the treatment of the resolution. The prize 

reveals effective use of dramatic irony. The point of attack which 

instigates the drama is easily apprehended, and it is not obscured from 

the perception of the audience as it has been in the two previous dramas. 

The remaining dramaturgical criteria are completely at the mercy of 

the illogical situations which Browning has presented with no apparent 

or understandable regard for either the spectator or the reader. 

Again Browning has created a weak protagonist .. And again it is a 

woman whose failings undermine the dramaturgical demands placed upon her. 

Neither Mildred Tresham nor the other dramatis personae are able to rise 

above the incongruities of character and actions foisted upon them by 

the dramatist. No amount of poetic greatness nor flashes of exciting 

action can atone for the .irrational treatment of the entire personae. 

The elements of exposition and foreshadowing suffer greatly from the 

lack of logic evinced in the plot. Since both are the vehicles by which 

the story is advaneed. 9 their intrinsic worth~ which is.noteltl~rthy, is 

almost obliterated by this flaw. The major dramatic question loses its 

drama:turgical value by this same method. 

Consequently 9 although the positively treated dramaturgical elements 

presented in this dramatic vehicle outweigh those which are rendered 

ineffectual by illogical plot construction 9 even these partially success= 

f'ul criteria do not compensate for this illogical blur of Browning's 

makingo It is unfortunate that the drama which provides the greatest 

interest and excitement and which relates a clearly defined theme and 
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story should after rising to recognizable heights sink so low in 

failureo 

Although all ten dramaturgical requirements have been found to be 

present in eaoh of the dramas analyzedj Browning has so consistently 

blurred their treatment and so compounded their flaws that any possibility 

of a successful stage presentation in the modern theater medium is com-

pletely eliminatedo Even those dramaturgical qualities which have been 

infused successfully into these dramatic vehicles cannot provide 

sufficient justification for making a success of these failures of 

actable dramao 

Thus this reexamination even in the light of later techniques can 

only restate the criticism to which Browning's contemporaries subjected 

his playso 

Browning in the proper sense of the word is no dramatist at al.lo No 
great poet who has set out to write pleys has failed more signally than 
he in mastering the technique of the arto None has shown so little 
comprehension of those details of expression, construction 1 and 
arrangement which unite to make a play successful on the stage.oo•o• 
His dramas throughout exhibit vital defeats as acting playso They 
lack organic unity and order, and what we mey call inevitable develop
ment. What is further llllsatisfactory in them is the utter inadequacy 
of their portrayal of human nature~ and too frequently their unfaith
fulness to ito But so far as the average theater-goer is concerned, 
worse than anything else» is their lack of sustained interesto Power
ful passages appear in them; but no play can be kept alive merely by 
powerful passageso Above all» so far as regards representation, the 
impossibility of comprehending the conversation and consequently of 
following the course of what little action there is 9 without effort 
which must occasionally be almost agonizing in its intensity,-~this 
of itself will always make them failures upon the stage A 

·,·::);: 

\ounsbury 9 PP~ 61-62. 
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